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Students May Obtain
Legal Aid on Housing

rtailit.,
epeet a
gradual return to ttttt re normal
fall %%rather during the next few
days UK a dlituse Pattific storm
weakens and displaces the idgb
pressure network responsible foe
the early week dryness anti heat.
Students who are disgruntled
51axin
temperatures should
with housing conditions may be
he from 2-4 degrees lower Mtn
able to obtain free legal aid conthe preceding tiso beginning tocerning their rights as terumts.
day and continuing through FriThat’s the proposal made by the
day. High today at StlIS 87; low
ASB Housing Board, which met
53; high
tomorrou lllll
yesterday in the College Union to
Thursda) 84.
near student grievances and to
I)
t
:
NI)
Pacific
Surfers
formulate a plan of action to "prethe
capable
of
altering
storms
sent a united front" to landlords,
current surf picture are in wogASB Vice President
a:cording
rem at this time, although
,Bill Langan, chairman of the
tropical storm "Orbs." now 500
board.
miles SSW of La Paz, Mexico
"We’re going to retain a lawyer
si id be evidenced by a moderwho will hear your (student) comate South swell at local beaches
plaints," he said. "We’ve got to
by late Thursday through Saturstart making this a buyer’s
day if it nutintains its eurrent
market "
niovenient anti intensit.
ASB President Dick Miner explained after the meeting that a
as yet unnamed
private lawyer
would be available on campus
by appointment only for those students who wish legal counsel. He
emphasized, however, that the
TIMM’
t
I.:, %% ill/
I lilt, lawyer would provide infoimation
tenant rights, not d-fense
LIS yet, been able to get all of the ue
classes they desire should visit should a case be brought to court.
the appropriate departmental of"Our ultimate goal," Miner said,
fices duriag the first week of "is to have free legal aid on camclasses. Lists of open classes will pus for all students. There is a
be available there.
crying need for legal counsel."
The political science department
The Board also announced plans
has announced the opening of a for an "information campaign" to
new Pol. Sci. I class. This Ameri- obtain student opinions about landcan Government class is offered lords.
on TrH, 2 to 315, in CH160. The
"We’re going to put out a housIBM number is 77111, and stu- ing evalualion list," Langan said.
dents may register fur it in Polit- "We’re going to have students
ical Science office.
rate their landlords."

Class Openings
At Departments

Lengan said the Board %kaiak!
set up a booth on Seventh Street I
next week to hand out petitions.
"And we will continue this information campaign throughout the
fall semester," he added.
The Board scheduled another
meeting Oct. 4, when a lawyer will
be present to hear individual complaints and explain the specific
rights of tenants and landlords.
Joel Fritsche, one of the orgimizers behind the meeting, indicated a need for unity among
students.
"I’ve heard of some rents going
up $100 with the same facilities
and normal improvements."
"I’m out for some answers,"
Fritsche stated. "I’m out for the
truth. I want to find out what’s
going on."

Game Admission
By ASB Card
Admission for students ro Fresno
State Football game this Saturday
night will be by ASB card only.
Fees must be paid by Thursday or
Friday of this week in order to
secure ASB cards. Students without ASB card will be required to
pay the regular student admission
of $2.
Students are to enter game
through the Student Gate located
on the east 10th Street side of the
stadium.

Why Is It Empty?
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Pilo., by
DINING COMMONS Accompanying the new
12 story "high rise" dormitory is the million dollar dining commons to be shared by all the
dormitories. The two-stcry structure is yet to be
completed, and for a complete answer for the
delay, see page I B of the second section of to -
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Enrollment Increases
Reg Packet, Fees Due
San Jose State enrollment continues to soar each semester. Last
count Fiklay lists 23,222 students
attending classes. This does not
include late registrants.
Tomorrow, Sept. 28, fees and
student body card payrnent begins
at Morris Dailey Auditorium from
8 a.m. until 8 p.m. Fees turn-in
will continue Friday, 8 a.m. until
4 p.m. and Monday 8 a.m. until
4 p.m. Today is also the last day
for pre-registered freshmen packet
return. Freshmen late fees payment begins tomorrow.
To pay fees and obtain student
body cards, registration packets
must be complete with all IBM
class cards. Packet turn-in after
4 p.m. Sept. 30 will result in a
$5 fine, except to students attending classes beginning after 4 p.m.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday or
ThUraday. Then late fees must be

I Ver e

day’s Daily. Seating is provided for 850 students
on a self-service basis with four food service
lines, according to dining commons manager,
Frank Le Tour. Hours will be 6:45 to 8:30 a.m.,
I I a.m. to 1 p.m., and 5 to 6:30 p.m.

23,222 Total

blank.

No. 2

paid after 8 p.m.. Tuesday, Oct. 1.
Lenore N. Luedemann, registrar,
reminds students to return their
completed registration packets
quickly, especially if they want a
student body card for the San Jose
State-Fresno State football game
Saturday night, Entrance to the
game with a student body card is
free, but general admission is
$2.50.
Fees for students enrolled for
more than six units is $62. Students with less than six units pay
$32.50. Fee payments includes materials and semice, student body
caul and college union.
Non-resident tuition, in addition
to the above fees, is $390 for 15
units or more and $26 per ttnit
for less than 15 units.
Students from foreign countries
PaY $8.50 per unit under a 15 unit
load and $127.50 for 15 units or
more.

The Spartan Daily %%ill publish
again on Fridto of this week and
then resume (lath publication
Monda.

Chicanos Force
Reassignment of
Institute Director
Dr. Manuel Guerra, hired as
director of the pimposed Institute.
for Mexican-American Culture at
SJS, has left SJS for reassignment
to Cal -State, Long Beach, announced President Robert D. Clark
yesterday.
Pres. Clark commented on the
renssigninent, "I regret that the
unwillingness of Chicano students
on our campus to work with Dr.
Guerra in the development of an
inst i t u te for Mexican-American
Culture will delay the college’s
support of such an Institute for
at least another year and has
deprived the Mexican -American
cominunity of San Jose of the
services of one of their own eminent scholars."

Student-Faculty Acts

,Iranian Student
Few Classes,;Needs One Class
9 -Unit Load Or Returns Home

Ignite AFT

1-aek of classes for students
, Mos an anticipated threat of administrative reprisals against professors seeking reduction of the
present 12-unit teaching load has
drawn heated and imaginative reaction from two SJS faculty
groups.
During a joint, emergency executive-session of the American FedDR. RALPH POBLANO
. . . new ombudsman
eration a Teachers (AFI’l and the
Association of California State
College P.nfessors (ACSCP) faculty leaders have proposed to:
1. Resist any attempt to take
ieprisals against faculty of the
California State Colkges as a consequence of not accepting a teaching load in excess of nine-units
beginning next Spring semester;
EMERGENCY SEMESTER
2. Ask the California legislaDr. Ralph Poblano, newly appointed ombudsman, defines his ture to establish an emergency
position as the mediator to cam- academic semester which would
pus discrimination problems and begin no later than Nov. 1, and
spokesman for equal opportunity. would be open to enrolled students
1-1? succeeds the Rev. J. Benton who were unable to register for
White vito returned to his duties required courses due to the shortas campus Methodist minister. The age of cla.sses this semester; and
3. Co-ordinate with students an
11.:.w. White will, however, continue as Dr. Poblanu’s special ad- emergency meeting Friday afternoon, Sept. 27, to expose and seek
viser.
prompt solution to the crisis faced
Long associated with community
by the college conununity this fall.
and educational events affecting
AFT and ACSCP has issued the
Mexican-Americans, Dr. Poblano
"no reprisal" pledge in a move deis the second appointee to the
signed to stay one jump ahead of
ombudsman. The post was estaban anticipated administrative
lished last fall by Pres. Robert
statement, which it is believed may
D. Clark as the result of campus
threaten faculty, who decide not
discrimination charges by the
to accept more than a nine-unit
United Black Student Association.
teaching load, with suspension, deCRITICAL AREAS
motion, dismissal or pay reduction.
In his brief three weeks with
Academic Vice President Hobart
the college, Dr. Poblano states the
Burns said yesterday he knew of
critical areas of concern are hous"a statement" concerning the nineing. employment and intergroup
unit load which College President
relations. With persuasion, gond
Robert D. Clark may release at
will and understanding, he hopes any time,
to stop minority discrimination
STATEWIDE. CAMPAIGN
before it starts arid to mediate
Since last semester, AFT has
existing problem.s.
been conducting a statewide earnSince his appointment, Dr. Pob- paign aimed tit reforming
the state
lano’s most difficult job hits been college system. Reduction of pres.
ilTIV to say "no" to involvement ent teacher load is a major goal
in outside committees and boards. of their movement,
Dr. Poblano’s first responsibility
Regarding the perennial crisis
is to the college community., yet faced each semester when thousas he said, "I must continually be ands of students are turned away
near the pulse of both Mexican- from required courses due to early
American and Black communities saturation of available classes.
to let the students know SJS is AFT’ President Dr. E. E. Rutherinterested in the total discrimina- ford blasted State College Chantion plight "
cellor Glenn S. Dumke for his
FORMER COORDINATOR
" . . . willingness to accommodat(
Previously the project coordi- (himself) to the suicidal educanator for Teacher Corp in Mon- tional policies of the governor and
terey County, Dr. Poblano was right wing legislators."
appointed ombudsman aS the reDr. Rutherford, associate prosell of his teacher application. He fessor of psychology, charged that
was invited to apply for the ad- departments this year were denied
ministrative position and was ap- funds necessary for tecruiting and
proved by faculty and Black and hiring sufficient numbers of qualiMexican-American groups.
fied faculty to meet these pressing
Htunorously, Dr. Poblano said needs,
he first thought on ombud.sman
SYMPATHETIC
viias a prehistoric man. "After
Dr. Burns, Academic Vice-presithree weeks I feel like one and by dent, said he was sympathetic with
the end of the semester I probably the faculty in their drive to get
will look like one."
a realistic academic work load. He
Dr. Poblano, 41. was higher ed- said he also understood their plans
ucation committee chairman at for unilateral action in view of the
th- White House Conference on fact they have not been successful
the Mexican -American in 1967, a through the trustees to get reaLOS
Angeles schools listic applopriations.
teacher
and a counselor in the Los Angeles
Executive Vice-president William
Juvenile Hull. Ile reechoed his Dusel claimed unilateral action on
B.A. degree in political science the part of any teachers should
at UCLA and his M.A. and Ph.D. not be taken at the expense of
degrees in educational psychology students.
at USC.
"Unless additional qualified
teachers were clearly available,
and unloss additional funds were
provided by legislature, hundreds
of class sections would be eliminated," said Dr. Dusel
The Circle Star Theatre in San
Carlos is offering a $500 scholarship to the freshman or sophomore student submitting the top
one-act play.
From 30 to 40 graduate stuStudents with a flair for creative vvriting, who have written or derts, seniors, and juniors am
are interested in ’,wiling a one- needed to tutor students partiact play, should con’ ile t Nils cipating in the campus section of
Peterson of the English Depart- the Economic Opportunity Program I EOP).
ment as soon as possible.
Tutors primarily will help freshThe play may either be a musical, comedy or drama. Three copies man students and do not have to
of the script must be submitted in be skilled in any specific area
Interviews will be held tonight
finished form.
The awards will be presented from 7-10 p.m. at the EOP center.
Ninth and San Carlos.
sometime in December.

Dr. Poblano
Assumes Role
Of Mediator

Ali Akbar Altasst is currently
enrolled as a junior, majoring in
engineering. But if he can’t pick
up at least one more class he may
be shipped back to Iran, his native country.
As of yesterday, Aftassi is only
registered for nine units of classes
-- engineering classes that he preregistered for lust spring.
"I registered the last hour of
the last day. I couldn’t have gotten general education classes even
if I had registered the first day.
I’ve seen just about everybody except Pres. Clark himself, and no
one seems willing to help. They
just tell me it’s my problem," commented Aftassi.
Aftassi estimates that there are
over 200 students from Iran alone,
and he says that most of them are
also having problems.
Aftassi is on a scholarship provided by Persian owned corporations. He must return to his country in two years. But if he has to
keep taking nine units a semester,
he’s not going to be able to go
back with a degree.
"I don’t blame the teacheis, I
blame the college. They shouldn’t
have accepted so many students if
they couldn’t have classes for
them. I was taking eight units
during the summer and now they
wane me to take only nine units
during a regular semester."

Persians Raising
Funds for Iran
A fund-raising campaign to help
the many victims of Iranian earthquakes is being sponsored this
week by the Persian Students
Association of SJS.
Tables were set up on Seventh
Street and in front of the Spartan
’kokstore last week and %ill
7ontinue this week
for doantions. Last vivek, $600 w a s
aised.
The Persian Students A.ssociation is also planning a picnic and
mr wash later this week.
The disastrous earthquakes of
august and September tiolc the
Ives of some 20,000 people, while
’njuring another 50,000 and leaving
more than 100,000 homeless. Official damage estimates are $20
million. In one village, Dasht-Biaz,
1,000 of the 3,500 residents were
tilled.

Concert Hall
Scene for
Friday Meet
ASB officers called an emergency student -faculty meeting on
the current registration crisis at
SJS. The meeting is tentatively set
for Friday, 12:30 p.m., in Concert
Hall.
Extreme lack of class space for
new and returning SJS students
and a registration "crisis"
prompkd Dick Miner, ASB president; Jeff Mullins, commissioner of
educational reform; and Earl Hansen, student ombudsman, to call
the meeting to develop alternatives to overcrowded classrooms.
Representatives of the SJS
American Federation of Teachers
(AFT) and the Association of
California State College Professors
(ACSCP) volunteered to coordinate
the meeting, according to Mullins.
LEADERS INFORM
AFT and ACSCP leaders will inform student and faculty of possible immediate. and lung-range
solutions to various academic problems facing this campus this fall.
"Thousands of students this semester have been unable to register for classes necessary to meet
personal educational requirements," said Mullins. He cited the
psychology, English and sociology
departments as "extreme" examples."
"Students claim there is a state
law that the college must seat a
senior who needs a course to
graduate. This is fiction," said Dr.
Hobart Burns, academic vice
president.
"However, the student who is
six units or so from graduating,
should see his department head,’’
Dr. Burns continued. "If that does
not wotk, then they should seek
salvation with Dean Harrington
(Dean of Undergraduate studies)."
PROBLEMS DISCUSSED
Miner and Hansen met yesterday with John C. Montgomery, director of admissions and records.
and Harry Wineroth, spartan bookstore manager to discuss registration problems and what can be
done.
Three main points were discussed: 1) encouraging students to
wait for class openings. 2) waiving
of late fees for students waiting
for classes before turning in packets. 3) Formation of a committee
(interim committee on registration) to meet tentatively next
week to discuss these problems and
future ones further.

Award Offered
For Original Play

Students Needed
As EOP Tutors

by Bill V tr,
PRES. ROBERT CLARK told his faculty recently thaf SJS
has been designated clS the computer center for the California
State Colleges. SJS pre -registered most freshmen this semestPr
by ,omputer and hopes to pre -register all students by 1970.
For Pres. Clark’s comments on registration problems this fall,
see his statement, printed in full, on page two.
.wwk
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Otiatire, Muckraking & Other Graffiti)
By JEFF MULLINS

Idrertising 3Igr.

1N alter Cronkite’s clear blue eyes I re.
coyering from the pollution of recent tear
gas and smoke filled political consentions
tht teleyision set. "Good e%e!seer f
ning," he says

Editorial

Reg Dilemma
Registration . . . it’s an institution
at SJS. It’s like cafeteria food: a standard subject for ridicule and com-

registering students but we still have
a long way to go.
Complete computer registrat’

plaint.

expected by 1970.
The California State College system

Anil w hen a student is forced to
stand in line for hours and can’t get
the ela,,e

lie wants. complaints are

understandable.
But despite all the difficulties and
inefficiency in the system. it

is Kin Wing inexpensive education for
a multitude of Californians and those
who come in f roni out of state. and the
education is far superior to that of

sl

other state systems.
The root of the registrat.

doing their best to simplify the prob-

nlies in legislative appropriations.
fortunately. the possibility of it getting

the

Id be understood by all those who
attend SJS. that the administrators are

lem.
It has been President Clark’s chief
ailtuinistrati.e concern

sinve lte as-

sumed the presidency.
Our current registration procedures

ACADEMIC REVOLT
"During these -- the first few days cf
yet another college semester
act’.
ilemic re.olitti .... of sorts has occurred on
the SJS University campus in San Jose,
Calif.
"University President Robert D. Clark.
a man of infinite patience. omnipotent
wisdom, and gentle persuasion, has requested all SP.; professors suffering from
‘irreleancy. of the .. i .. to stay away from
thtir classroonts this semester.
"Clark reportedly has explained that lie
does not want to expose this year’s crop of
freshman. transftr, and returning students
to dull courses taught by dull professors
who refer to equally dull notes. dull reading lists and require the usual brand of
dull, irrelevant term papers.
"Much to the surprise of no one there
was a sizeable absence of professors from
the school of Humanities and Arts. especially those from the political science,
history, and English departments.

problem

any better right away are slitn. The old
fall back about writing to your congressman fluty look good in an editorial. but its actual effectiveness is doubt"The Odd Couple"

R.B.

ful.

are a burden tit administrators and
professors. too.
Rut the administration can’t work
out

an

effirient

system

to

enroll

21.001) students %lien it doesn’t have
the fund- to titake the programs work.

Thrust and Parry

SJS Band Plays Anti -War Song

2 I.1881 students. scrambling in snake
lines.

fighting for the

right classes

in the Indian summer heat. and the
administrators are in effect. looking
1,11

dismay. their liands tied by leg-

idat I% r

pr011ibitilInS.

desire

is

there: lite methods are too. but the
funds are not.
’filings hay e been made easier for

Staff Comment

U.C. Censure
Final Blow
By GARY PERGL
The censure of Eldridge Cleaver by the
U.C. Regents might be construed as a
crowning blow to the so-called academic
freedom of any educational institution unfortunate enough to have to rely on state
funds for support.
In California especially, where the
trend timarif eonservatism has been a
foredgItt of things to come on a
nation.. idc siale, the theory of academic
freedom is a myth.
It vonstittites a blank claim hy the governor, legislature and regents that an
atmosphere of free speech should and does
evisi
state.run
institur
-,, long as the speaker first clears
self
and his topic %nit the man holding the
purse strings.
All of this is hardly new or exciting,
and. if anything. the decision of the regents to allow (leaser one "non-lecture appearance was atitielimatic.
\laity among the Berkeley students and
faculty. however. didn’t catch the "anti"
of the situation. only the climax.
To them. it was the culmination of too
many restrictions iniposed by a shortsighted administration.
One student complained that the politicians cry "foul" whenever the Soy lets
try to jam Radio Free Europe broadcasts
into Eastern Europe, "yet when the shoe
fits them. they refuse to wear it."
batever the outcome, it is apparent
thii the students are more than just relociant to allow what they consider a
final breech of academic freedom to go
mmoticed.
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Protest Song Marks
Time for Marchers
Editor:
For years the director of San Jose State’s
Marching Sand, Roger S. Muzzy, has been
a staunch supporter of the philosophy that
athletics and politics should be separate. He
has always had a clean shaven, "well" groomed assemblage performing at football games.
In short, Prof, Muzzy has been San Jose’s
answer to Chairman Avery (Brundage), the
man who has kept politics out of the International Olympic Games.
But in the last year something, it seems,
has changed. It’s hard to believe, but now
the marching band is playing anti-war songs.
Yes, last Saturday to conclude the SJS
half-time show, the marching band played

that traditional tear-jearker. "Johnny, I
Hardly Knew Ya." (No, impossible, it couldn’t
have been ’’When Johnny Comes Marching
Home Again." That song is played after the
war. Besides SJS is always a leader and we
were the ones to set the anti-war theme for
the half-time program, Leland Stanford JUNIOR University was merely following our
lead by marching on the field in the formation of a peace symbol).
The next time our marching band dues play
an anti -war song let’s hope that song sheets
are available.
Ted WeIsgal

A Message
Editor:
To those of you who know . . I told you
so.
Jute% T. lusenthal

Registration
Editor:
I am a transferee from Sacramento State
College. Registration is always a hassle even
at its best, but why the big runaround on
this ctunpus? To me, running up and down
stairs folio building to building Ls incomprehensible. I should think that some of the
teachers on our educational staff could think
of a more simplified method.
I should hate to be a freshman at San Jose
State College and have to look forward to
this type of registration until graduation. At
most colleges only fresiunen and transferees
are made to register by standing in line; all
other students are made to pre-register.
I wish that the educational staff of San
Jose State College wottld look into their muddled registration situation and come up with
a more sane plan.
Ids Brodoky

Guest Room
U.

S. Political S ystems Need Revision

In this political year
of the age old
processes for naming a President haye
come in for some very strong criticism. In
particular. the convention system and the
electoral college.

and mule
ratir and anat
’slit, and
there are few people who would care to
debate these charges.

The electoral college system, which
dates hack to the days of the constitutional
convention,
written into the Constitution, and would take an amendment to
the Constitution, which %%mild require
ratification by two-thirds of the 50 states
to change it. The comention system started
in the middle 1820s and the parties themselyes would lime to decide whether or
not to change to something different.
Many have labeled thi electoral college
and the convention system tinfairli unjust,

Originally, the electoral college was put
into the Constitution to pre.ent the c
111011 man from haYing too
41 influence
in the election of the President. Many of
the leaders in that day felt that the common man was not to be trusted. and that
he should he given only limited political
power. In this day and age, however, when
this country has uni.ersal suffrage, this
type of thinking seems not only repulsive.
but also totally out of line in our present
democratic system.

ELECTORAL COLLEGE

Campus Closeups
By DOANE YAWGER
Students at the University of Oklahoma
were lucky Sept. 11 uhen scheduled classes
were postponed for a day.
An additional 1,7i011 students showed up
for registral , swelling the enrollment to
4,000 for fall I 968.
The "free" day was used by school officials to sign in those unable to get classes
during the normal Isso-day regist rat ion
proceedure aecording to the Oklahoma
Daily.
Paul Cashman, vice president for student affairs at the University of Minne.
sota., predicted that student revolution in
the U.S. and abroad is likely to milli .....
for some time. according to the :Minnesota
Daily.
Cashman spent three weeks in France,
Germany. Yugoslavia and Rome with students, faculty and administrators.
"I think the students have legitimate

gripes about their problems." he said.
"They are concerned with serious educational questions. Acatletnic reform is at the
heart of all major studeut unrest," Cashman continued.
Students want understanding, not jts.t
learning from an inslitur , the administrator stressed. Student?. are questioning
the relationship of these institution to society, the Daily reports.
"Proper (gunnels for discussion are not
available between the students and the
institution." Cashman said. Ile added,
"Police action in the handling of disorders
does not seem to lessen the problems, and
in fact it ReeM1.11
increar them."
Cashman listed three hang.ups with
iodic aetion:
It is hard ttt control. once initiated.
It destroys the confidence between the
students and the institution.
It almost always results in incidents that
could otherwise *have been avoided.

Not only do inequalities exist in the
electoral system, but great injustices can
and do occur. A candidate can win substantially less than 50 per cent of the vote
and still win the election. But perhaps the
worst thing about the electoral college is
that should no candidate receive a majority
of the votes in the electoral college., the
mitsome of the election would he deter. ird by Congress.
The convention system, which is somewhat more democratic than the electoral
college. still does not truly represent the
people. In recent years conventions have
become more demberatie. and they have
made real progress from the time of the
powerful party boss and the smoke filled
room. Nevertheless. the convention system
still leaves a great deal to he desired.
NATIONAL PRIMARY
Most of those who advocate a change
in the comention system desire a national
primary to take its place. The principal
advantages of a national primary would
be that the people would have a more direct voice in choosing their candidate.
Something which is in the favor of the
convention system is the formulation of
the party platform. This sets forth the
prairies the party plans to carry out in
both domestic and foreign affairs.
Probably the best course to follow would
lw a combination of the hest point of
each. The convention should be retained
to make the platform and take care of
party busnness, and a direct primary
should be used to take care of the nomination.
Since there has lwen substantial criticism leveled at both conventions, and the
electoral college, and because of the possibilities of the election going to the Con greet% as a result of George Wallace’s third
party candidacy, 1969 promises to be a
leer of reform ... Western Herald, Western Michigan University, Sept. 6, 1968.

LOWERED 1300M
"In other words, Centennial Hall, a
three-story building wide!’ generally
bulges with 17A and B students. was practically empty.
"President Clark also lowered the boom
on sardonic, cantankerous. sourpuss secretaries whose hostile attitudes toward students have been accounahle for three student suicides, six scapegoat wife-and-girl
friend beatings., including a dozen attempts
to bomb the lower floor of the secretary
laden Administratimi
"President Clark ordered all secretaries
tO ‘wear a smile’ 1.%1.11 if they had to staple
’en] to their cheeks.
THE CLINCHER
"It is reported that President Clark
itision that education wan
came to the
in need of ntajor overhauling when he
disguised himself as a student last semester, stood in a registration line for SIX
hours.. failing to get the courses lie wanted
and was snapped at by a Police Science
read the bulksecretar ulio told hint
tin board before asking such simple
questions.’
"The clincher came," it is said. "when
President Clark fell asleep in an English
composition class 10 seconds after the professor instructed everyone to write a 1,000word essay on what he did during suniener
N acation."

Guest Room

Pres. Clark
Discusses
Registration
I deeply regret the inconNeniences and
injustices our registration system has inhers of students. The
flicted upon n
only remedy lies in an ailetplate system of
pre-registration, that will include advance
payment of fees, a recognition of student
needs and preferences, and flexibility
enough in the assignment of staff to meet
student needs.
Sine(’ my first semester at San lose 1
have regarded our admissions and registration procedures as among our most difficult administratiye problems. Confronted
with tight bureaucratic controls, and with
inadequate equipment and instiffigient
staff, we have not been able to cope with
the problem. For years. the faeully, heeding the pleas of the students, have borne
the burden of taking overloads in their
classes. In consequence. some courses were
arbitrarily reclassified from lecture-discussion te lecture- and faculty-student ratios in some departinents were unreason.
at a cost to both students
ably inflated
and faculty.
Forunately, new computer facilities are
promised for the near future. In the meantime. numhers of the adminitrative staff
are working to alleiiaie injustice. a. foliy
as possible. As an aid to this effort. I invite students and faculty members to report to me in writing the difficulties they
have encountered.
EIJSC. President Robert Clark
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Miner’s Spring Campaign Promises

Summer Survey, Constitution Revision
First Steps in ASB Program Change
Last spring’, ASP.
were marked by talk of "breaking
away from the traditional student
government," as ASB President
Dick Miner put it.
Nliner and his supporters proposed simplifying and consolidating student government and focusing on academic and is’Mica! issues on campus.
Just what has been done and
vstat is planned by. Ntiner’s administration?

Miner’s first step in "educational reform" began last June with
the creation of a student commissioner of education and a sixpoint survey. over the summer.
The results should be available
this month, according to Miner.
Miner is calling for a "massive

Varied Activities
Provided at First
Saturday Co-Rec
Want something to do on Saturdays? Week-end Co-Recreation Ls
beginning this Seamlay from 12:30
until 4:30 p.m,
Activities provided for SJS students on Saturday are basketball,
volleyball, badminton, and pingpong located in the Men’s and
Women’s gymnasiums, From 1 to 4
p.m., students may use tile indoor
swimming pool in the Women’s
Gymnasium.
The week-end Co-Ree is open to
all SJS students and faculty.
Faculty members may bring their
families.
Students must show their student body cards to check out the
equipment.
The second annual Powder Puff
Football Tournament will be held
later in the semester. Any
women’s organization or group of
women interested in participating
can get information from the staff
at Saturday’s Co-Rec, according to
Co-Rec director Larry Wolfe.

munc,liate iv\ ision %if the ASB
constitution." Miner and Bill Langan, ASB Viet. president, head a
committee proposing a smaller
council with proportional retiresentation in lover, upper and graduate divisions.
’rhe revision 011 be included in
the Freshman election in four
vs.?eks, Miner indicated.
CLAIM TO FUNDS
San Jose Police Chief Raymond
Blackmore and Miner met this
summer tu discuss police involment with on -campus disturbances. They agreed to meet at
regular intervals to avoid confrontations in the first place, according to Miner.
"A special meeting will be held
to determine guidelines tor police
involvement, who would accept
responsibility for police role on
campus, and a proposal submitted
to the faculty, administration and
police," Miner said.
The use of $100,000 funds from
Saturday’s televised Stanford-San
Jost! football game, was tentatively determined in meetings with
Miner and athletic representatives
this sununer.
’The ultimate decision is up to
COLMCd, but tentatively the fund.s
will be split 50-50 between athletics and council," Miner stud.
"Athletics will expand various
programs, and council may concentrate the moneys in three
arees:
tu promote academic
reform, 21 increa-se general scholarships and aid to minorities, and
3) raise the level of big name
entertaintnent for students," he
continued.
MEETS WITH POLICE
"The athletic department has a
legitimate claim to a portion of
the funds, since without Bob
Bronzan, athletic director, the
game contract never would have
been landed," Miner said.
The State Board of Trustees
called for an investigatiun this
stunmer of experimental colleges
at state colleges. San Francisco
State and Fresno State ASB

presidents, plus Miner, testified
ut the trustee meeting.
"There was a misunderstanding concerning a class at San
Francisco State in guerrilla warfare and one on student demonstrations at Fresno State," Miner
said. "Some of the trustees did
not realize these were simply
studies of the subjects."
He continued, "Trustee Dudley
Swim discussed the idea of an academic prucedures investigation to
reach a level of teaching excellence." Miner labeled Swim’s action as "good."
"We plan to develop a comprehensive student opinion poll to
determine areas of greatest concern in government, education, and
activities," Miner said. "We’ll distribute the poll at Freshman elections, and the most important
areas will take priority in the
budgets," he concluded.

Funds Given
To Nurses
The Department of Health, Education and Welfare has awarded
the SJS Research Center and the
Professional Nurse Traineeship
Program a combined total of
$40,249 in grants this past summer,
according to the federal agency in
Washington, D.C.
The largest of the three -823,1136
was
awarded to aid
teaching and traineeships in the
field of recreation. Dr. Ardith B.
Frost has been designated as the
project director in this area.
According to Nursing Department Chairman Carol Keefe, the
Professional N urse Traineeship
Program was allotted $7,030 for
a one-year project period which
terminates Aug. 31, 1969.
The Research Center also was
the recipient of a $10,033 grant for
its Traineeship in Occupational
Therapy program.
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Lee Attending Trustees’ Talk
Victor Lee, former SJS student
body president, now president uf
the California State College Student Presidents Association
ICSCSPAt and CSCSPA executive
secretary Stephen Lieurance are
attending the California State College Board of Trustee’s meeting at
California State College at Los
Angeles, at the request of State
College Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke.
During today, tomorrow and
Friday sessions, CSCSPA president
Lee and executive secretary Lieu mince will help initiate an effective program of communication
among the 18 state campuses’
many interest groups.
CSCSPA is the only political
lobbying force in the United States

officially recognized by the California state legislature and the
California State Cullei:e Board
Trustees.
The board of trustees plans a
continuing program of periodic
meetings with Educational Opportunity Programs, Mexican -Americans, United Black Students or
any group with grievances or effective ideas for educational betterment.
Lee, who represents 200,000
state college stuck:its "wants to
involve the grass root students."
He said, "This is really the first
open chrumel students have to the
state issard of trustees. besidtm the
campus ASB presidents."
He said also, "The board of
trustees is most anxious to begin
this communieations program."

B’NAI B’RITH
Hillel at San Jose State College
A class in Elementary Modern Hebrew
by Rabbi Familant
Thursdays at the Newman Center, 79 So. 5th St.
7:30 p.m. beginning Sept. 26
ASB PRESIDENT DICK MINER’S philosophy for the ASB government is to take steps to break away from the traditional student
government at SJS. He explains the steps he has taken this summer toward ach;eving these new educational reforms and talks
about his future plans for ASB governmenf. Miner plans to
develop a student opinion poll to discover areas of greatest
concern in student government, education and general activities.

Yom Kippur Services
1010 University Ave. Sai. Jose
Temple Emanuel
Tuesday, Oct. 1 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.
Wednesday Oct. 2 8:30 a.m. and 1:00 a.m.
Students are officially excused from classes

Bi-Weekly Lox and Bagel Brunches

DID YOU KNOW!!?

Beginning Sunday, Oct. 6 at noon at the Stanford
International Student Center $1.25 Hillel Registrants $1.00
Call 241-3853 evenings for information

All retained earnings af

For information about all our activities please
return this coupon:

cpartan SookAtore

Name

DISBURSED TO ON-CAMPUS

Address

STUDENT BODY PROJECTS

Zip
Return to: Hillel, The Clubhouse, Stanford CA 94305

* new and used books arriving daily
* full refund with receipt until
October 5
* checks accepted for all purchases
* convenient hours
Friday-Saturday 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Monday-Thursday 8:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

two locations to serve you
134 e. san fernando
437 e. san carlos

callfornia book co., ltd.
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’SJS Must Forget
Water Polo Squad Faces ’Homecoming’ Tribe’ Anderson

Open With Olympic Club

%5111 be at the oppoVeteran San Jose State water Olympic Club in a 7 p.m. season
site end of the pool when the
polo fans will think they’re watch- opener.
FriJack
Liking
and
Steve
Hoberg,
teams
meet.
ing last year’s team practice
Coach Lee Walton has a healthy
the Spartans host the All-American performers for SJS
day when
_
respeet for the San Jose Statestocked Olympic Club.
"The team we face Friday night
is better than most college teams
we’ll play," Walton appraised
"Only they’re not as well conditioned and they don’t get to practice together a lot."
Walton rates the 1968 edition
of the SJS water polo team as
equal to the one which finished
third in the nation last year.
"We’re every bit as good despite
the loss of seven seniors via graduation," he opined.
A pair of returning All-Americans bolster the ’68 chances. Both
play goalie, marking the first time
two players from the same teiun
were picked at similar positions.
’Hight 1111 (:111111111!:
Walton hasn’t decided between
Bob Likins, Jack’s brother, and
Dennis Lombard as to who will
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.iart in the cage. Lombard started
[ast season as the top oalie but
Likins moved past him in the middle of the season.
But everyone will be forced to
take a back seat to Greg Hind.
Hind suffeted a setback when he
failed to malce the Olympic team
for the October Games in Mexico
City. But his personal loss was the
Spartans’ gain.
"I’m glad to have him back but
it’s a shame he won’t be going
down there (Mexico City) where
he could really represent the U.S.,"
appraised Walton.
Hind is a hustling take-charge
player who seems to be everywhere at once.
"We had a real hustle squad
before his return (from the high
altitude training camp at the Air
Force Academy in Colorado) but
now we have a hustle team with
a world class player," Walton
beamed

By Mike Eivitsky
Spartan natty Sports Editor
Losing a football game by seven
touchdowns is like breaking up
with a long time girlfriend. All
you Call do is remember the good
points and forget the rest.
Head football cuach Harry Anderson is in such a predicament.
"Our biggest job ahead is trying
to get the players ready for Fresno

State. We can’t go on sulking
about the Stanford grune or else
our whole scason mill be a waste,"
remarked Anderson.
"We looked over the films and
there vmre some goval Points. Now
all we have to do is correct our
mistakes and try to get things
rolling again," quipped Anderson.
Fresno State lost its first game
of the season last Saturday night

77.

Spartan Harriers Gun
For New York Trip
San Jose State cross-country
runners will go a long way this
year possibly all the way to
New York.
This is the destination set by
new. head coach F:rnie Bullard, who
joins the staff after coaching at
Costa Mesa Junior College.
"Our main obpective is to qualify and win the NCAA meet in
NPW YOrli," Billiard said

The Spartans take the first step
toward the goal Saturday against
the Athens Club in an 11 a.m. meet
at the Coyote Park course.
All-Americans Darrell Dent and
Byron Lowry pace the 23-member
squad. Andy Vollmer, a transfer
from Modesto Junior College, has
been pressing the pair, winning the
annual Watermelon run with a
27:21 clocking on the 5V.. -mile
course.
I II

to Idaho State 38-23. The Bulldogs were the victims of their own
mistakes Its they had seven passes
intercepted, three of which were
turned into touchdowns.
Standouts for Fresno have been
linebacker Tom McCall. offensive
end Dave Harris who scored eight
points, and fullback Mike Flores
who picked up 72 yards on the
ground for a 5.5 average.
"The Spartans am a much better
football team than they showed
against Stanford," indicated Fresno foutball coach Darryl Rogers.
Quarterbr.cking for Fresno mill
be either Ron Hudson or Don Zimmerman. Hudson completed 11
of 25 aerials ard had two intercepted for 111 while Zimmerman
hit on 10 or 22 ttempts with five
stolen for 101 yards. Zimmerman
also picked up 29 yards rushing
to become the Bulldogs’ early season total offense leader.
Back to last week, the main
tning SJS did wring -- and forget the jokes alx.a.t showing up
apparently was to challenge the
Indians with a close-up, man-forman defense. Thr linebackers
played up tight behind the line
almost all afternoon and even the
defensive backs sometimes were
near the line, covering the re-

cei4.Phrse’y played almost a 10-man
line sometimes," said Indian Head
Coach John Ralston. "When you
do that, you sometimes get the
passer for losses, but if you don’t
the receivers have an easier time,
and sometimes traps and quick
openers go for the biggest yardage
that they do against a different
DON PERKINS Third -string SJS quarterback was one of the
defense."
few bright spcis for the Spartans against the Stanford Indians’
onslaught Saturday. SJS opens their home season Saturday night
Indeed they did. The Indians
ran up 668 yards natal offense deagainst Fresno State.
spite the fact they ran only 0
t
plays - six less than the Spartans.
l’wo former Laney JC players
and fairly good players on last
year’s SJS squad am doubtful for
the Fresno State game. Conral
-3 Phart has some bone spurs in his
left ankle and fullback Clarence
a severly swollen leg.
3 Kelly has
Last year SJS had to come from
behind to defeat Fresno 35-30.
Tailback Walt Shockley enjoyed
one of his finest days as he netted
166 yards on 23 carries.
-m One aspect of the Spartan game
which must improve if the gridders hope to bring home any victories this year will have to be
E_ t’ne play of the defensive line
5 which "didn’t play up to its ability" according to Anderson.
Russ Munson will probably reT_ main as first string quarterback
5- but third string QB Don Perkins
looked impressive as he hit on
seven of 11 attempts for 74 yards
E- and one TD in last Sattinday’s
game. Although he stands only
5-10 the little signal -caller won
the applause of many press writers with his uncanny ability to
move away from heavy traffic and
an open receiver.
3 find
Tickets for the ome this Sat-7
unday night will be available to
only those who have paid their
efeaerland can show a student body

5

Judo Team
Looks For
Good Year

"We haVe a pOtentlai first plum
finisher in all six weight divisions
this year," said judo coach Yash
Uchida.
The judo squad Will have a returnee who won a medal in last
year’s NCAA championship in five
of the six classes.
Gary Martin, 154, Louis Gonsales, 165, and John Kimura, 176,
won fitst place medals while Doug
Graham, 205, placed second and
Mickey Susuki, 139, took a fourth.
Kieth Pickard, a heavyweight,
placed second in the NCAA finals
two years ago.
Coach Uchida cited George Kiyohara and Dave Quinonez for their
Ue have too many used hooks in our store to allo.%,
outstanding jobs in attempting to
you much room. But if you’ll put up with a litth
win a berth in the 139 pound division. Uchida also praised George
crowding. you ran find used texts at 25% off the
Sakazaki for his efforts to unseat
Gary Martin.
liPW price poll might have to pay elsewhere.
The judo team will open regular
competition in an Invitational at
Alameda Oct. 6.
Doug Graham and Gary Martin
traveled to the University Games
Lisimn. Portugal early this
z in
month where they copped a pair
of second place medals.
Graham W118 also a first. place
medalist in this Summer’s Pan.
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By
MIKE ELVITSKY
Last Sattirda bifore the opening kickoff of the Stanford-SJS
football game our mascot, Spartie, had his mer loving brains
Licked out by some irate Stamford band members.
Nly first reaction was to dash out and save Spartie but being
in the press box it would have been rather a long run and by
then the fight would have been mer.
W hat surprised me was that poor Spartie had to fend for himself for the first few seconds of the fight while our cheerleaders
turned their backs and made no attempt to save the SJS mascot.
Filially, about four or fic stodents ran mit onto the field and
being pants besaved our hero from a fate korst. than death
fore 35,000 people in the stands and another milli llll or so on TV.
111y question now is who will protect our heloved little Spartie
in the following games. Nlaybe a g
squad should accompany
our faaorite lwro when he ventlares onto the field. Definitely a
repeat of last Saturday should neaer happen again. One person
men had the nerat to call all men SJS students chicken- for
not going out amil throwing a few blows themselves.
Bi hat makes the matter even more irritating is that Spartie did
nothing to cause any ill rift between Stanford and SJS. Ile simply
pointed his fake sword at the dancing Indian chief of Stanford
and got clobbered. His mask was torn off and his Spartan robe
came next. ’Clio knows what else would have been ripped off
had not those brave SJS students come to his rescue.
The Flay Area newspapers had a field day with the fight. The
Examiner showed Spartie being hit in the stomach by four or
fiae Stanford band memhers. They tied poor Spartie’s fate into
the game itself calling it a "very, very long day for San Jose
State.’Altai must Spartie’s friends and relatives thought seeing one
of their OW11 elan being stomped with no one to help him? Iris
mother IMISI haVe tl ght all SJS students finks for not helping
her poor defenseless sort.
Sinee Fresno will be the visitor this Saturday night it is only
right that Spartie have the benefit of home protection. One
thing for sure. our baud numhers should keep a careful ea e open
for any Fresimite who attempts to come too close to Spartie.
Whatever is decided upon let’s hope Spartie and his co-workers
have taken precautions against Oskic, California’s bear mascot.
The last time anyone messed with the golden hear he decked
Tommy the Trojan with one; ----blow before 00,000 people.
I for one ill he lookiw, forward to when Spartie and Oskie
meet limier tht goalposts on Sat
urday afternoon, Oct. 5.

an Jose State Soccer Eleven
Opens Year s Campaign Tonight
Hv TIM tiARCIA
Spartan Daily sports Writer
The San Jose State SOCCer tVani
will launch season play tonight
at 7:30 by hosting Chico State
College in Spartan Stadium.
The Spartans, defending champions of the West Coast Intercollegiate Soccer Conference, boast nine
returning lettermen and probably
the finest forward line in the
school’s history.
The forward wall sports honorable mention All-American Ed
Storch and potential All-Ainerican
candidate sophomore Mani Hernandez.
With the loss of Frank Mangiola due to graduation the biggeSt hole we have iS at Lambe."
said head coach Julie Menendez.
"Right now it hooks like it will
be Rick Habenict who is up from
our junior varsity squad. We also
have a junior collet; transfer from
Tehran, Iran, Vigven Khackian,
who can play the goalie position."
"We have 45 players out for
soccer and We have Only 16 openings on the varsity the remainder

011 the junior
of the gio, ,sill
varsity," said Menendez. "We havc
a Mal fine freshman forward in
Gary O’Dell who went to Samuel
Ayer high school in San Jose."
Menendez feels that the big
game this season will be with
University of San Francisco.
"They have the Olympic goalie
in Mike Ivanow and a Pan Am
games representative in Alex Roobstoff. They should be really
tough."
On October 25 and 26 the Spartans %ill host the San Jose State
Invitational Soccer Tournament in
Spartan Stadium,
The tournament field will contain power-laden University of
San Francisco and the University
of California.
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The 1960 NCAA Soccer Championships will be held in Atlanta,
Georgia tin December 4, 5. and
6 at Grant Field on the campus
of Georgia Tech.
Last year San Jose State C01 -

Open Tonight

Intramurals
Intramural Sports will kick off
with Football. Entries are due
Friday with a $10 forfeit fee which
is payable at the Student Affairs
Business Office,
There will be an impertant
meeting for sports manager and .
football team captains, Sept. 30,
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New Role a Challenge

SJS ’Talent’ at Lytton
1111, L4,1
Works ta nini
graduate and graduate students
from SJS Will go on exhibit in
Palo Alto’s Lytton Center show,
"New Talents ’66," Tuesday, Oct.
I, according to Bernard Hem.
director of Lytton Centers.
Included in the show fea tur
,sis, wili tig
ing the twelve

we. ei ramie- and solid
creations.
exJzibit is saki to lie "it
trent 11Wily from the alistruet
expi.-ssiAnism list has dominated youthful artists of the past
three devin,,,..."
c.iiter is located at
\
and Enier.on
in l’ .

KEEP YOUR
COOL
at the
Air Conditioned

cpartait Sock4itePe
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NEW CHAIRMAN Fred Spratt who was recently
appointed
chairman of the Art Department is seen here in the Main Art
Gallery. Spratt said he is not discouraged with the problems in
education today, but would like to make them a vehicle for his
Ly Mary A 10,,
new role.

By CONNIE SKIPITARES
Fine Arts Editor
Despite the usual non-academic obstacles that otten
threaten the quality of edueation. such as over-enrollment
and limited facilities, conceined
SJS art professor Fred Spratt
has not become discouraged with
the gruesome challenge, but
rather is making such problems
As these a vehicle for the definition of his new role as chairman
of the Art Department.
’’Of course, we could stand a
tapering-off of enrollment presantes and expanded facilities." he
said, "but the goal we must
strive for to keep our departand that means
ment good
is a diversity of
consisteney
kletig. Although that suggests
more students. we would ideally
like to stress quality rather than
quantity."
Sprat’ defines thr department’s main strengt h now as its
great diversity and "huilt-in" oppurtunity for expansion. "It’s essentially a creative department,
largely committed to contemporary art, although we have
not neglected tradition in art.
"In the past," he explain.s,

"stylistic dominance existed.
1(1,4ht now, there’s no definite
*le, so them’s a chanee for
,:itel diversity.
’ In keeping up with the
trend, the department here has
intentionally plannud an atmospheie for such a diversity. It’s
not just inbred tolerance of different styles."
Spratt boasts the department
as a highly professional one,
citing a MiljOr strength in graphic and interior design. as well
as in painting and sculpture.
"Our art history program is one
of our greatest expanding areas,
too," he added. "What our professors ale trying to do here is
to communicate not only to students of art, but to non -majors
who am interested in art anti
only experience a portion of our
department through general ed
courses."
Spratt’s "translation or these
goals into reality," in his words,
probably’ best sums up the scope
of the chairmanship and the
need for such translation.
Although his appointment to
the chairmanship represents a
rise in status, for Spratt it just
means he’ll be working harder.

"As chairman, I’m Just a leader,
so to speak, not a decision
maker wielding a lot of power.
I provide it supporting role. I’m
just another faculty member who
sits in on the art faculty council,
and the council in itself is simply a miciocosm of the entire
faculty of tile college."
In addition to his full-time Job
as instructor. Sprat t also is a
widely exhibited artist. He has
held one-man shows at the San
Franerco Museum of Art and
the Richmond Art Center, and
many of his works have been
part of numerous milections cir-..
i la tett t Moue hout the country.

Transparent
Watercolor Show
A sh ()Wing of watercolor
paintings by members of the
West Coast Watercolor Society
is now on exhibit at the Rosicrucian Egyptian Museum, Rostcrucial] Park.
Noted as the only organized
group specializing in transparent
watercolor in the United States,
the society has a limited membership of 50 nationally known
artists.
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Read \A hut One college newspaper
has to say about Reading Dynamics
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By ED SEJUD
Daily Illini Staff Writer
Speed reading does have its little
problems.
As my hand hurried across the
pages, making an audible "swishing" sound, I became aware of a certain stillness in the library. Looking
up from my book, I confronted an
assortment of stu nned, bemused, disgusted and genuinely sympathetic
countenances on the faces of my
tablernates, all silently asking, "Hey
fella, what’re you doing with your
hand?"
"Speed reading!" I cried, jumping at my chance to show-off, "I can
read 2,000 words per minute (wpm),
comprehend more, get less tired,
complete the assignment and STILL
log more drinking time than ever
before, FURTHERMORE ..."-and
so the lecture continued,ending with
"...That’s no brag -just plain fact."
Wednesday night the Reading Dynamics Institute graduated its filwg
University class, boasting that its
students had increased their average reading speed by five times and
had made substantial increases in
comprehension as well.
First of Kind
The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course is the first of its kind

to be offered on the University campus. It works on a new principal
which uses the reader’s tram hand
as a "pacer", contending that you
don’t have to mentally repeat ("sub vocalize") all that you read, but
rather that you can, when properly
instructed, open a direct channel between your mind and the printed
page.
Students at the Reading Dynamics Institute learn to read DOWN
the page rather than across it.
Their eyes flow across the pages in
soft -focus rather than in the jerky
and old-fashioned "single fixation"
method.
Greater Command
Reading dynamically, you obtain
a greater overall command of the
material, as especially evident in
long novels where one often forgets
the beginning of the story by the
time he reaches the end.
Instead of bypassing "War and
Peace", dynamic readers can only
complain,"Oh hell, I’ll have to waste
two hours reading it!"
concept offers
Ideally, such
printed material as if it were a
painting, a sculpture, or other work
of art. The reader considers it as a
whole, as a complete, single entity

rather than an agglomeration of
pages, paragraphs or chapters.
Because such readers make fewer
eye-fixations and mental repetitions
than ordinary readers, they are less
susceptible to eye fatigue and the
usual headaches and drowsiness.
Since it is a manual skill rather
than a function of intelligence, it
doesn’t matter what the reader’s IQ
is. While P.E. majors still won’t understand texts on nuclear physics,
they’ll be able to read non-technical
material at speeds equal to their
technically-oriented classmates.
Paul Wilcher, super-reader who
conducts the course, is an instructor
equal or better than any you’ll find
on the University payroll. His
classes are cheerful and competent
with an informality that offers welcome relief from the dreary University classes which students are so
steeled against.
The price is a factor which discourages prospective students, but
it’s cheap by any standards.
If a student avails himself of all
the facilities offered by the Institute
and attends all the class sessions,
the price boils down to only about $2
an hour, cheaper than any private
tutoring you’ll ever find. Spread over
four years, the course can save thousands of study hours and can probably affect a boost in a student’s
grade-point average. Assigntnents
which once took days can be accomplished in a matter of hours, leaving
more time for other pursuits (fun,

drinking, girls, etc.). The Institute
estimates that it can save average
students 350 hours of study time
each semester -probably an understatement.
Class Session
Class sessions are two and a half
hours long and are held once a week
( for eight weeks ). Optional drill
sessions are free, wifh private counseling available. After the initial
payment (which can be made in installments ) everything is provided
by the Institute. The student brings
only the essential apparatus - his
hand.
I attended the course in my customary manner, coming late to classes,
oft it without the assigned homework and without attending even a
single optional drill session. Nonetheless, I managed to increase my
reading rate by five times and can
now read average material at about
2,000 wpm with good comprehension. More diligent students raised
their reading rates by more than 11)
times, with accompanying increases
in comprehension.
You still feel a little silly in the
library, but finishing half a semester’s reserve-file readings at a crack
is more than worth it. The course
( which carries a money-back guarantee ) seems a valuable investment
for any student, or anyone with
great reading demands, and will undoubtedly gain popularity as its reputation spreads.

TO FIND OUT HOW READING DYNAMICS CAN HELP YOU WITH YOUR STUDIES COME TO A FREE MINI -LESSON.
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Dynamics Inst., 1290 N. First St., Monday thru
SAN JOSE Reading
Friday 8 P.M.Saturday 10:30 A.M.
Dnyamics Inst., 770 Welch Road, Monday thru
PALO ALTO Reading
Friday 8 P.M.Saturday 10:30 A.M.
Reading Dynam.ics Inst., Fox Plaza, 1390 Market St.,
SAN FRANCISCO Monday
thru Friday 8 P.M.Saturday 10:30 A.M.
also at 3:30 P.M. W ednesday thru Friday
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125 Smith lth

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute
pledges to increase a student’s reading efficiency by at least three times. The Institute
will refund a pupil’s entire tuition if, after
completing minimum class and study requirements, he fails to triple his reading efficiency
as measured by our beginning and ending
tests. Reading efficiency combines rate and
comprehension - not speed alone.

READING
DIIA
DYNA M ICS
( INSTITUTE
San Francisco
Fox Plaza
1390 Market St.
626.7095
Palo Alto
770 Welch Road
s’7.1991
SW.ramento
..
1St.
444.6277

San lose
1290 N. First St.
293.6661
Berkeley
21111 %Ma
5494211
Sante Rosa
1212 Oth St.
542.6647

Executive Offices
Oakland
1924 Franklin St.
635.4200
San Rafael
Metropolitan Bldg.
666 Las Gillum
479.4070
Walnut Creek
1375 Locust St.
933.1837
Fresno
485 6601

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics Institute, Dept.
1924 Franklin St., Oakland, Cal. 94612
CI Please send descriptive folder and schedule of
classes in my area.
El Please send information on company classes.
Name
Addre,s
Phone
City

State

Zip_
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Fall Semester by Any Name
Is Still An Adjustment Period
By incliAan narriN
Editor
At the beginning of each fall
semester there is a petiod of adjustment for the ma.ss of freshmen
entering SJS getting used to campus life.
Nu matter how much a freshman
tries, however, by wearing uld
clothes or carrying an outdated
catalog. there are alvektys things
that give them ;may.
The freshman Ls the one you
catch crying during registiation,
when he discovers that both the
men’s ktntl the women’s gyms are
numbered 101.
The freshmen students are the
ones who buy their books, all of
them, immediately following registration, dropping their receipts
outside the bookstore, and then
find out the teacher for the clktss
has been changed and so have the
book requirements.
The first year student is the
one who comes at 7 a.m. to buy
his parking penult when people
started lining up at 7 p.m.
The freshmen are the ones who
are so used to high school they
absent mindedly attend their Monday, Wednesday, Friday classes,
every day,
And also left over horn their
high school days, the freshmen are

the ones who take their gym
clothes home on Friday to be
washed.
The freshmen ktre those students
who would charge into this office
to wring my neck, except for the
way the journalism building is ar-

KEEP YOUR COOL

ranged, with two separate top
floors. they hopefully won’t be able
to find me.
Oh. yes: the freshman is the one
who u.ses the faded crosswalk to
cross Seventh Street between Skin
Fel nando and Stin Carlos Streets.
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OUTGOING ORDERS ONLY
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Large $1.50
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Books uNse:d

Also complete dinners starting at 95
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HONORS RECOGNITION BANQUET
If you are a male student who has completed at least 30
units at San Jose State, and if your total G.P.A. is 3.0 or
better, then you are hereby irhited to a free dinner in your
honor. Tau Delta Phi, San Jose State’s oldest scholastic
honor fraternity. sponsors a smoker-banquet eNery semester
for the purposes of honoring those intelligent few who attain
this high standing and of introducing them to the ideals and
structure of Tau Delta Phi.
During the erening, the officers of Tau Delta Phi and
a number of our faculty members will he introduced to you.
Following thelininquet, you will hare an opportunity to become acquainted with the members and ask any questions
you may hare.
ANAYA, ROBERT KEITH
ANDRES, IVAN NICKOLAS
ANDO. JUAN PEDRO JR.
ATKINS, GORDON WADE
AUGUSTINE, WILLIAM E.
BAKER, ROBERT ARTHUR
BARKER, WILLIAM ANDRE
BARON!, RICHARD A.
BARTLETT, MICHAEL S.
BASSETT, THOMAS J.
BASTIAN, VERNON R.
BECK, DONALD LYNN JR.
BECK, ROBERT WILSON
BELLIG, JOHN WILLIAM
BETTS. JAMES JORDAN
BICH, NGUYEN NGOC
BICKENBACH, JEROME E.
BISHOP, HAROLD RALPH
BISHOP, THOMAS CHARLES
BITTLE, LYNDON FRANK
BLACKBURN, THOMAS LEE
BLAINE, RICHARD C.
BLUMER, WAYNE WALTER
BRANCO, JOSEPH L. JR.
BAUNER, DAVID ALLEN
BRITTAIN, THOMAS ARTHUR
BROCK, DOYLE LEE JR.
BRODIE, MITCHELL J.
BROWN, RICHARD E.
BUCHANAN, RANDAL THOMAS
CALLNER, DALE ANDREW
CALVERT, MICHAEL SCOTT
CARTER. GARY MARTIN
CASTLEMAN, RANDAL LYNN
CHAN, cHoisAg MARTIN
CHAN, PHILLIP PAUL
CHURCH, EDWARD FRANKLIN
CLOSE, JEFFREY LOUIS
CONNELL, BRYAN CRAMER

CORNEJO, RALPH RUBEN
CRITTENDEN, KEVIN H.
CUONG, HUA TU
DELLER, STANLEY L.
DEMERS, DONALD D. JR.
DENNY, GEORGE STEVEN
DEPACE, TIM
DEPOLD, KERRY MICHAEL
DESHONG, LEE ROGER
DORSCH, MARK ALLEN
DREWEK. MARK STEPHEN
DUFfY, BERNARD KARL
EDELSTEIN, PAUL H.
EGERER, WILFRED LEWIS
FALLIS, WILLIAM ARNET
FARAJISHADAN, GHOLAM
FARRIS, THOMAS OGDEN
FARROW. CHRISTOPHER P.
FAY, GUNNAR DIRK
EIKE, JAY ARTHUR
FILGAS, LUDOVIC S. JR.
FITZGERALD, MICHAEL I.
FREDERICK, MAX BYRON
FREEDLAND, DANIEL
FREIBERG, ROBERT MARK
FUKE, LLOYD MANABU
FUSARD. CRAIG ALLEN
GARONER, JAMES HAROLD
GIES, STEPHEN FLEMING
GILLETT, DENNIS LEE
GINESTRA, JAMES PAUL
GOGGIN, JAMES LAURENCE
GOOD, MARK ALLEN
GORDON, ROBERT STEVEN
GOTT, DAVID MAXSON
GREY. JEFFREY WILLIAM
HARDY, TIMOTHY ANDREW
HATFIELD, JAMES EARL
HEINRICH, BRYAN PHILIP

This semester’s smoker-banquet will he held on Wednesday. October 2. at 7:00 p.m. in the Faculty Section of the
College Cafeteria. We urge you to pick up your free ticket
to the banquet at the Student Affairs Office before 4:00
p.m.. Montlay. September 30. Please do so as it enables us
to plan for your presence. If your name is one of the following list. please bring some form of identification to the banquet. If not, then bring some proof of your high scholastic
standing. Dress for the eening will be sport coat and tie,
or other appropriate garb.
Unlike most lionoraries, Tau Delta Phi actively prog our activities are
motes scholarship in many ways. A
sponsorship of the Open -End Forums. j t editorship of
the Tower Magazine with various faculty groups, bi-atinual
HERRERA, STEPHEN D.
HICKS, LAWRENCE S.
HIEN, LE KHAC
HIGHTOWER, MICHAEL W.
HINES, BRIAN LEWIS
HOFFMAN, RODERICK W.
HOPKIRK, JOHN KENT
HORNE, ROBERT EDGAR
HYMAN, ALAN LEE
INGLEBY, PATRICK M.
JAHN, SHELDON LEE
JANG, VICTOR A.
JARAMILLO, ROBERT P.
JOHNSON. DALLAS E.
JOHNSON, RICHARD L.
JOHNSTON, JAMES R.
JORDAN, KENYON LELAND
KANEMOTO, BENSON LEE
KASSEL, RANDALL THOMAS
KEELEY, LAWRENCE H.
KENDALL, DAVID CARL
KERTZ, MARK BARRY
KING, RICHARD ANDREW
KITAYAMA, CLIFFORD Y
KLOR, JOSEPH GEORGE
KRAKOW, DENNIS WILLIAM
LAMBERT, DOUGLAS
LANDRIDGE, BARRY S.
LEE, LAWRENCE
LEHNER. ALFRED C. JR.
LEUPOLD, WERNER E.
LEVENTON, CRAIG L.
LEWIS, KERRY GLENN
LIEBELT, WOLFGANG
LILLES, DAVID LOUIE
LIN, MINGTEH BILLY
LINDSEY, GEORGE NEIL
LIPTON, BRUCE MICHAEL
LOTT, ROY NEAL

r.

LUONG, DONS. SANG
MACDONALD, JOHN DAVID
MARTINEZ, ROBERT L.
MATLACK, PAUL EDWARD
MAY, DONALD EDMUND
MAYBERRY, THOMAS G.
MCEUEN, MARK DEWAYNE
MCHUGH, CHARLES T.
MCINTYRE, THOMAS SCOTT
MCKAY, NEIL FRANCIS
MCKEAN. STEPHEN R.
MEADE, RONALD ENGENE
MENDOZA, FERNANDO S.
MEREDITH, GERALD RAY
MESUSAN. WILLIAM L.
MEUNIER, PAUL CHARLES
MICHELS, GREGORY S.
MILLBERRY, PATRICK B.
MILLER, ALLEN CHARLES
MILLER, NORMAN ERNEST
MILLER, STEPHEN EDWARD
MINKEL, WILLIAM JOSEPH
MONTALBANO, DAVID R.
MORALES, LLOYD JOSEPH
MORRIS, DANIEL LEROY
MOWDAY, RICHARD T.
MUSAT, PETER PETER JR.
NELSON, PETER JOEL
NEUMAN, LEE BARRY
NOLAN, MICHAEL RAY
NYDEN, ROBERT ARTHUR
O’CONNOR, GREGORY M.
O’CONNOR. RONALD K.
O’LAUGHLIN, PATRICK F.
ORBANOSKY, MICHAEL W.
PAPPAS, NICHOLAS C.
PARKER, SAMMIE U.
PARRA, GILBERT T.
PARRAMORE, THOMAS H.

publication of the Tower List. and faculty firesides. Another
acth ity and benefit of Tau Delta Phi is the opportunity to
work tluring registration every semester, thereby being able
to pre-register.
To promote scholarship, Tau Delta Phi has worked to
strengthen the bond between student and faculty whenever
possible. With this in mind. we frequently invite faculty
members as speakers to our weekly meetings. where a spirit
of frank and open discussion always preNails. If you are unable to attend the banquet, but would like to find out tnore
about Tau Delta Phi, there will be an informal orientation
meeting in room C11235, Thursday, October
at 4:30 p.m.
The following are some of those who are invited to the
honors Recognition Banquet:
PAVIC, ZELJKO
PEAKE, LOREN GRAHAM
PEARSON, RANDALL SCOTT
PEREIRA, PHILIP A.
PHILIBOSIAN, STEPHEN
PHILLIPS. JULIAN EDGAR
PLOUNT, GORDON JOSEPH
POTTS, LEE WILLIAM
POWERS, MICHAEL ERIC
PRAY. HOWARD HOFT-MAN
PRICE, JOHN FRANCIS
PRUITT, ROBERT ALLEN
RAMON, HECTOR, ENRIQUE
REE, MOOIL
REUMONT, ROBERT B.
RIGNEY, MICHAEL D.
RIPPEN, WAYNE FRANKLIN
ROBINSON, KENNETH L.
ROGERS, EDFARD J. JR.
ROSENHOLTZ, STEPHEN H.
ROSS, BENJAMIN FRANCIS
ROSS. JOHN HAROLD
SAKANTSHI, HARRY F.
SALMI, JOEL TIMOTHY
SANFILIPPO. SAMUEL C.
SCHMIDT, HAROLD BRUCE
SCHROEDER, NORMAN C.
SCIBA, DENNIS GENE
SEDENKO. JEROME MAX
SEVERSON, RICHARD D.
SIEKIERSKI MACIEJ M.
SJOLIE ROBERT HAROLD
SLATER, TIMM ALAN
SMITH, BARRY WALLACE
SMITH, PHILIP JEFFREY
sSOFIRNAoHTAFNA, uDLENANLFISRED
SPITZE, TERRIL C.
STATON, JERRY LEE

STEVENS, JOHN VINCENT
STIVERS, JOHN EARL
STOBBE, MICHAEL WALTER
STREET, JOHN HERBERT
STUTZ, RONALD
SWENSON, STEPHEN E.
TAKESHITA, GENE S.
THANG, DA0 VAN
THOMPSON, PAUL B.
THORP, DANNY MICHAEL
TILDEN, JAMES WILSON
TIN, LY GIA
TOM, ALBERT FAT KERN
TONEY, WILLIAM J.
TONG, GEORGE LORE
TRIFIELD, JOHN JOSEPH
TRIPLETT, GRADY THOMAS
VANWAARDENBERG, JAN L.
VERHAGEN, JAN
VERNIG, PETER GRAHAM
VOSS, MICHAEL HOWARD
WALDEE, STEPHEN R.
WALLACE. LAWTON A.
WARMEE, DAVID GILES
MATHEN STEPHEN CARL
WEED, JOSEPH BARKER
WERTH, THOMAS MICHAEL
WEYERS, STEPHEN G.
WHITE, WALTER ERNEST
WINNINGHAM, DALE JAMES
WOODHOUSE, DEREK L
WRIGHT, LAWRENCE E.
WRIGHT, RANDALL DAVID
WYNKOOP, ROBERT H.
YAMAMOTO, GARY HIDEO
YARBROUGH WALTER D.
YATES, DEREK NORMAN
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Spaghetti Feed Today

Si John St First meeting. Two
tree beers.
Rho F:poillon, 7:30 p.m., Ilospit,,hty it,aan of Citizen-s Federal
Come! Participate! Get involved!
Interrustlonal Students OrganiSiA% digs tS, Loan. 53 N. Second St. Question. Think! Act!
Cafeteria Ali.
zation, 4:00 p.rn
This is the invitation from the
Interested students. Marsin T. LeRefreshments.
vin, author and lecturer, as guest Newman Center to students of
Alpha Eta Sigma, 7.30 p.m.. speaker
San Jose State interested in a
11E1. F’irst business meeting.
aide variety of activities begin7::30 p.m.. JC101
Alpha Nil Omega, 7 and 10 p.m., ning today with a spaghetti feed
Election and piscsown planning. Morris Dotty Auditorium Friday from 11:30 a.m. toto 1:30 p.m. at
Newribui Center, 11::SU win to Flicks. "On the Waterfront" and t.he Newman Center.
Two priests, Fathers Laurent
1:30 p.m., Newman Center. 71-) S.. ’"I’he Wild One." Admission is free.
Fifth St. Spaghetti feed. DonaPersian Student* Anourellatton, Largente and Dave Fussell:ruin, are
tion 4(k.
’Ai
fiF1
Iranian Relief available fur counseling arid vsurknig with student programs.
OASIS Spereli Club, 12:30 p.m., F’sual report. Earthquake.
Working %ills the priests are
Slfr..22. Fall activities discussion
spartan
(’Iub, 9:00 p.tn.
n, 1 00 a.m., Wumen’s Gym. All - staff members Shel ’rracy and
TOMORROW’
college welcome dance. Music by Judy Sausen and new member Bob
Skl Club, 8 p.m.. Concert Hall. The Guilded Cage. Admission $1.0C). Wilhelm. They vein a.ssist students
sshen they can in the Center’s aCNIembership sign-up, tau ski films, NIONDAY
guest speaker and sign-up Par ice
Alpha Phi Omega, 7:30 p.m., tivities.
Masses are held Sundays at 5
skating trip.
refreshments and guest speaker for
(.:ifeteria. Formal Rush- p.m. at St. Patrick’s Church, Etth
Indupitrlal Teehnokip,s ...ark is.
and Santa Clam Ave., and Mon11 icr -sted college men.
800 p.m Manny’s
days through Thursday at 4 p.m.
at the Newman Center.
Beginning Oct. 3, Wilhelm ail)
conduct classes on theology at
7:30 p.m.. These Will continue
every Thursday night. The first
series will explore "Community
and the Church."
An experimental program. creelass starting Oct. ative religious education seminar,
With the a n n ou neement of Biblical 1\1.,,
scheduling revision and seating 7 in L1N301. on Nov. 14, Attorney will be oriented to developing reavailability in numerous
Sol Zeltser introduces a course ligious educatiun for high school
mental College courses, Scholar- dealing with Students and the Law students. Father Largente will
work with college students interin-Residence Alan Watts will be- in ED:343 at 7:30 p.m.
Further inforrnation concerning ested in this program. ’rhe seminar
gin instructing his non -accredited
lia.sie Oriental Philosophies classes Experimental College classs sched- will be held on 51onday nights at
in S210 at 1:30 p.m. oialay.
uling and volunteer work avail- 7:30 beginning Oct. 7.
A marriage preparation course
Meeting twice a month. the ability may be obtained at the Exhour-long 1:30 section "has the perimental College ,d-fice in the vsill be held weekly beginning Oct,
16 at 7:30 p.m. This course will
Union, 315 S Ninth St.
greatest n u
e r of opecin..."
svhile its Section 11, 8 p.m.
part, beginning Oct. 2 in
ha.s very little space open to prospective students, according to F1xperimental Collegt. program informant Doreen Huainan.
Although Section 11 of Watts’
Problems in Identity class, whieli
meets tomorrow in Allen Hall a’
1:30 p.m., is completely full, ,,.
noted author of "The 13.x)k" has
few seats remaining to be
in his Section I class meeting T.,
day at 10::30 a.m. in Allen 11.il’
TODAY

Tau Delta Phl, 7:30 p.m. H.F: 3.
poerson
read poetry.

Alan Watts To Teach
’Experimental’ Course

SPB:CIAL
Gayle Knowles will instrue,
special English class for incomir.
Black freshmen designed to cn.
grammatical an(I spelling deriei,
cies. This class is especially .m
toward the Black student
intrnductory course in prose ss ,ing for those entering SJS urm.
the Educational Opportunity 1.,
gram this fall.
Other courses vrnich will Ih
operations within the next
weeks with revised scheduling im
elude: Dr. Richaid Kilby and Win
San...1,m.y, assist:ail jtrittissixt
sociology, in a combined present.ition of Oriental Meditation opening Sept. 30 at 7:30 p.m. in ED241. The following day, AI Gyvings
offers a Bankruptcy of Sociology
course at 7 p.m. in D11219. Dr.
Bruce Ogilvie and his son, Douglas, will also present a 10 a.m.
(lass conceining Generation Gap
Encounter in the College Union
Oct. 1. That same evening. ’travis
Ward will concern his students
with Outdoor Awateness in the
College Union at 7 p.m.
CREATIVE DRAWING
A Creative Drawing doss will
meet in A301 on Oct. :3 at 7 pin.
under the instructional guidance
of Gary Jamison. Dr. Robert
,tNair, assistant profess",
7
ciultrgy at SJS. offer.
FRIDAY
FALL

Short Lines
Fast Service
Low Prices
in the cool

rAfi 76sT
Student Discount
ON

ITEMS

ART SUPPLIES

Oct. II
Gambit
Oct. 18
GOOrgy Girl
Oct. 25
Th Happening
Nov. I
Robin And The Seven Hoods
Nov. 8
Our Man Flint
Nev. IS
Mickey One
Nov. 23*
A Man For All Seasons
Dec. 6
Oh Dad. Poor Dad
Dee. 13
One Potato, T.o Potato
Jan. 10
War Wagon
Jan. IP
Fahrenheit 451
Jen. 14
Rapulson
Soturday
PHI

Night
OMEGA

see our modern equipment and
complete weight room facilities.

Complete gym Reducing
Sauna room Body building
Sun Room
Physical Conditioning
Locker Service Corrective Exercise
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Custom
And Everything
Leather

STUDENT DISCOUNT
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MEN OR WOMEN

FREE GUEST VISIT

so.
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o
E. San Fernando ’ s

Guaranteed for
Life

;zs:74

413 E. SANTA CLARA

:i

297-9953

Spartan Daily Classifieds

eUTOMOTiVI (2)
VW

Save 20% Canvas and Stretcher Bars
Savo 10% to 15% on hundreds of items

HUMPHREY? WALLACE)
DESPERATELY NEEDED. I female room NIXON?
ch! "Bolt the Party of Your (...
mate -, .nare 2 bedrm. apt. Upoei
(bumper
strips)
40c. Disc. on orders
297.
Call
division only. $42.50 a rno.
over 5. Specify. Skrawl-Mark Produc
9164.
tions. P. O. Bos 8541. S. J.
REA-R11I7 " ’69 is coming!"
STUDENT TO SHARE APT. 504 S. 4th
(bumper strips) 40c. Discounts on orders
St. Apt. #6. 297.6249.
over 5. Specify. Skrawl.Mark Productions
ROOMMATE NEEDED in private home. P. O. Box 8541, San Jose, Calif. 95125.
Serious male student. 545. Kitch. priv
Phone 297-6079.
SERVICES 181

’67

Roo
more I OR 2 PEOPLE needed to share un
usual mountain horne. Follow Almaden
64 Chu Exp. extenxion to 22170 Alamitos Road.
56 V8
6 p.m
2cc,
1964 RAMBLER 660 wagon: V8, auto I FEMALE ROOMMATE reeded. 505 S.
.
oort new shocks, brakes. 5th St. Apt. #6. 295-9436.
h 5900 - 941.1593 eves.
lOST AND FOUND 161
’59 VOLKS 9 pass. bus. ’61 engine. good
..
3500. 351 S. 4th, Apt.
LOST. $10.00 REWARD: Manila folds.
with 2 she,’
.-rs of Railroad
Rosters in area of 70 E. Snn Fernando.
FOR SALE 131
D. J. Shelburne. 589 N. 3rd
FOR SALE: 3 drawer chest - $12: 7+9
i - $.; 0,1 nmc -- $3

GRAD

STUDENT.
.

SPECIALS
ART PORTFOLIOS
23"x31"
20"x26"
BULLE fIN BOARDS
16"x24
24x413"

Reg.
$2.75
L85

Sale
$1.83
1.24

1.75
3.95

1.19
2.79

Complete Supplies For Art
Classes Including:
Design 12A & B
Lettering 15
Drawing and Comp. 25A & B
Graphic Design 104A & B
Commercial Lettering 105A & B
Painting I I4A & B
Watercolor I 27A & B
Design and Comp. 140

RENT

A

STEREO

OR

TV

No

Add this
amount for
each additional line

FREE PARKING

Announcements (1)
D Automotive (2)
For Sale (31

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

MWF
9:30-1 1:30
Send in

handy order blank.

Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

Phone 294.6414. Ext. 2465
WE’RE

TUIZIsliNG OUT A CLA55 OF CONIFIPENr, FEAZLE55,
OPrOMI5TiC 612.APLJATE5 - A5 AN INSTITUTION OF
HIGHER LEARNING WE’VE FAILED THEM MI5ERABLY.4
No refunds possible on canceled ads Print your ad hers:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

Two days

Three days

Four days

Five days

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

112 South 2nd Street

FREE PARKING

.50

NEED RIDE from Cambrian area. 8:303:20 MWF: 11:30-3:20 TTh. Will consider 2 one way rides or ars, combination. Share Etpenses. 377-3851.

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30

CLASSIFIED RATES

--TS0--4 lines
2.00
5 lines -2.50
3.00
6 lines

RIDE DESPERATELY NEEDED from Palo
A to to Tuesday ridllf class. Will share
expenses. Coil Janie 326-4880.

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

r.

One day

FROM

,c-t. C..
1’1,14598.
--THESIS. term papers. etc.
exper enced 8. fast. Phone 269-8674.
LOOKING for a clean inexpensive Happening/ Wash and wax your car at
Astor s Co;n-op Auto Wash. 732 S.
804 Lincoln,
1st
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Elec
trir. Masters - Reports - Dissertations.
Macanne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Cal 371-0395. San Jose.

Imninthate opening
,tacler in sales

Call Caileue Master Fideli. it
;n. 286 6700. Frank Hoey.
COED COOK WANTED at Acacia Fra
a mo.
meals. Once in
- vportunity. Wear your glass
1- I be a gas! 193.9611.
COED COOK wAs smile for 3 Gradu
tt
1-,,e meals. no pay. Mon.
297-4942 after 5:00 p.m.
VOLUNTEER HELP of ell Skds is needed
;n nearby Girl Scout Troops. Call Mrs.
Moore at 867-4287.
LOCAL PUBLISHING FIRM needs
young lady to handle phone. Morn.,
aftn., or eves. Position available. Mr.
Novak: 287.6083.
WANTED English major to help tutor
Sth grader in English and spelling. Call
265.0286.
GIRLS. GIRLS. GIRLS
Part-time work. No experience nec. Call
Mr. Day at 287.0292.
GIRL WANTED for gen. housework. 4
hrs. a went t $1.75/hr + 50c trans
Day
!II’
Phone 294.0116.

Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 Ilnes

1:4N 0 ST

TRANSPORTATION 19/

PERSONALS 171

HOUSING

1

FREE INFORMATION on Classical Gui
,titnn and care. Write Bob Noll.
1305
_
- _ Yosemite, San Jose. 95126.
SICK -OF DALEY end Demo politicos?
Remember Chicago" (bumper strips)
40, Specify. Sltrawl.Mark Productions.
P. O. ff, 8541, San Jose. Disc. on
orders over 5.

HELP WANTED 141

Save 10,/0 Oil and Watercolor Brushes

295-9910

%Y.OWee04101"....te#11.0V:

PERSONEL COUNSELORS. Par time,
meet your studies. Min. 4
-tut -tit. Employment place.
- riul, however owner
-nrission & bonus.
Rd. 293-2145. Don

SEMESTER

Oct. 4
To Kill A Mockingbird

Our expert personal instruction
can guide you in developing a well
rounded physique. Come in and

-----w-ww-----,,,,A,A,,,riz
Leather Shop.;
Z,Thee
\
:,
-Made Sandles ;

FLICKS

Sept. 27
On The Waterfront
The Wild One

will tailor a
program just
for YOU

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Save 20/,, Liquitex Acrylic

‘?1,13

ALPHA

REQUIRED

SAN JOSE
HEALTH
CLUB

Student sponsored programs are
scheduled every Thursday and Friday evenings at Jonah’s Wail.
Campus Christian Center coffeehouse for fellowship and dialogue,
10th and Sall Carlos Street. A communion service is offered every
Wednesday at 12:30 p.m.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FREE PARKING

BOB MANN’S

feature a priest, psychologist, sociologist, doctor, and manied couples discussing marriage from different points of view.
Spaghetti feeds are scheduled
for everv Wednesday beginning tuday ill-25-681 from 11:30 to 1:30
at the Newman Center. Lunches
are open to all students at 40
cents for "all you can eat."
Being planned are two "D-Days"
fur this fall semester. D can mean
Man) things, "delve, discuss, dis" These
cover. dig, dialogue, do
"days" will be on Saturday, the
first one scheduled for Oct. 19
from 10 a.m. until 10 p.m.
A variety of actis dies happen
on Newman Night on Tuesdays
beginning Oct. 1 from 7 to 10 p.m.
There may be Assn movies, guests.
or just socializing.
’rhe Newman Center is located
at 79 S. Fifth St. and is open Monday through Friday 9 a.m. until
5 p.m., and Monday through Thursday in the evenings 7 to 10.

cpartent gook,etore

FREE PARKING

Wednesday. September ’25. 11611.
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[Newman Kickoff

Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
f] Lod end Found (9)
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0 Services (8)
Transportetlor.(9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed Is $

City

Daye

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONVf ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CIASSIF1EDS,
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Scholarships

Poverty Expert Plans
Special SJS Course

Now Open
In Aviation
Four $250 scholarship awards
are available for junior or senior
SJS aeronautics majors this fall
by Alaska Transportation Company (ATC0), southwest distributor for Piper Aircraft Corporation.
During the summer months, the
scholarship holders will be encouraged to make one trip to the
Florida or Pennsylvania Piper Aircraft Corporation factories to tour
the plant and meet company personnel. They will also be expected
to accept sununer employment at
a Piper Aircraft dealership.
In addition to the four cash
scholtirships, the recipients will
spend three days each semester
with ATCO, During their stay with
the San Jose based company, the
students svill be briefed on airframe division functions, study the
parts division and fly by company
aircraft with an ATCO field representative to a dealer.
A departmental committee will
screen scholarship candidates on
the basis of their potential as aviation executives, a genuine interest
in flying and demonstrated leadership ability In extracturicular
activities. ATCO officials will
make the final evaluation of the
departmental recommendations.
This scholarship program for
aeronautical operations or maintenance majots, which combines
cash awards with sununer employment is the first of this type In
aviation education.

Dr. Arthur Pearl, a nationallyrecognized authority on poverty in
the U.S. and a professor of education at the University of Oregon,
will instruct a special SJS extension course this fall entitled "Life
Stypes of the Poor," beginning this
Friday.
The course, which vein be conducted in Room S142 is designed
to familiarize students with various theories accounting for distinctive behavior of the poor with
prthicular emphasis on school
perforrnance.
Dr. Pearl is a consultant to
the Ford Foundation on the Citizens Committee Against Poverty
and an adviser to school systems
and cities in Oregon and California.
Additionally, Dr. Pearl is director of the University of Oregon’s
Institute on the Disadvantaged,
and a member of a Task Force
on the Education Professions Development Act in the U.S. Office
of Education.
CULTURE, POVERTY
Among the topics to be considered in "Life Styles of the Poor"
are theories of culture, poverty
and limited opportunity.
Junior standing is required, and
upon successful completion of the
course, three semester units will
be granted to participants.
A special tuition fee of $15 will
he charged.
Classes for "Life Styles of the

isli4A144Weti44:44414.4WW,WW,WWWWWWWWSWACASOIC

)440.05444WOVAgegiWo"WWWro",,,,,,,WW.0"10

Sigma Chi Reinstated;
Changes Review Policy
The ban against Sigma Chi
fraternity, expelled from SJS last
November because of alleged
racial discrimination, has been
lifted, and state colleges can again
consider applications from I he
chapters for recognition.
SJS was one of four state colleges affected by the fraternity
ouster. Other state college chapters affected were those at Fresno,
San Diego and San Fernando
Valley. These were the only Sigma Chi chapters.
The fraternity was expelled
from campus because of alleged
discriminat ory practices.
A May, 1967 hearing fcautd
Sigma Chi to have "a policy of
review permitting the national
organization to deny membership
based on race, religion or national

origin "
’rhe Executive Committee of
Sigma Chi has adopted a new
policy which conformed to state
college fraternity pracitices. This
policy states: "The national fraternity will exercise no veto over
the pledging of students into the
fraternity so long as the student
is pledged in accordance with the
rules for rush of the California
State Colleges . . ."
State College Chancellor Glenn
S. Dumke, head of the 19-campus
system, said he accepted the statement in good faith, and that it
complies with "a clear mandate"
from the Board of Trustees that
all programs of the State Colleges
"must be available to all students
without any regard to their race,
religion or national origin."

By DOANE l’A%tifilt
Spartan Daily LW’S/A Editor
Even though the new cooeducational dormitory is two months
SECTION B from completion, the $4 million
coeducational residence hall is now

Poor" will meet twice every second week beginning Friday evenings from 4-6:30, and Saturday
mornings from 9 until 12 noon.
Dr. Pearl received his B.A. in
psychology front University of
California in Berkeley in 1947 and
his master’s degree in psychology
from that institution in 1949. In
1960, Dr. Peari returned to the
Berkeley campus to complete work
for his Ph.D. in psychology.
From 1956-59, Dr. Pearl served
a.s project director for research in
the Alcoholism Rehabilitation Division of the California Department of Public Health.
NARCOTICS
In 1959-60 he was research director for the Narcotic Treatment
Control Program for the State Department of Corzections in Los
Angeles. In 1961 he headed research for the Governor’s Special
Study Conunission on Natrotics in
Lo.s Angeles.
From 1961-63, Dr. Pearl was associated with the New York State
Division for Youth in Adbany, New
York. Prior to moving to Eugene,
Oregon, he was a research director
in the Center for Youth and Community Studies at Howard University in Washington, D.C.
Dr. Pearl is a consultant to the
National Council on New Careers,
Family Service Agency of San
Francisco, New Careers Development Center in Oalcland, Urban
Studies Center of Rutgers University, United Planning Organization,
and the Congr es s on Racial
Equality.
PUBLICATIONS
Dr. Pearl’s publications include:
"New Careers for the Poor," "The
School Dropout Problem," "Halfway House for Narcotic Offenders," and "Slim and None The
Poor’s Two Chances," which appeared in the book, "Ptofile of the
School Dropout."
In addition, Dr. Pearl has addressed numerous conferences
throughout the nation regarding
the poor and disadvantaged.
Course coordinator is Dr. C.
Denny Auchard, assistant dean of
the SJS School of Education.
Extension students may enroll
at the first meeting of the class
or thereafter at the Extension
Services office. 319 S. Fifth St.,
until Oct. 12.
The cottrse is being offered by
the college to regular students and
is made available to interested
persons at a special tuition rate
as a public service.

A TWIN ENGINE Beechcraft airplane., valued at $22,500, was
donated to the SJS Department of Aeronautics by the Sun
Garden Packing Co. The aircraft will be used for instructional
purposes in the aeronautics program. Observing the first maintenance check by an aeronautics student are SJS Pres. Dr. Robert
D. Clark (c.), Sun Garden Office Manager George McGraw (I.)
and Assistant General Manager A. J. De La Mater.

New ComEd Residence Hall
Lacks Beds, Not Students

SJS Students
Fight Draft;
No One Safe
The joke is old to male college
students and has long since lost
its humor: "Keep out of the
draft."
Sick advice or not, many of the
11,000 SJS men will do their best
to follow it this week when they
fill out the punch-type cards for
the draft board before paying registration fees.
The cards tell the Selective Service who each student is and how
many units he is taldng. Although
this information is not a positive
guartunee of safety, if the student is an undergraduate and
taking at lea.st 16 units he is
considered "pretty safe."
The requirement is that a student complete one-fourth of his
total undergraduate work each
year if he is in a four-year academic program. This means between 124 and 140 semester units,
or 31 to 35 units a year.
Under a 1968 regulation only
medical students are exempt
among first-year graduate students.
SJS has no separate graduate
schools, but Graduate Division
Dean Jame W. Brown said the
school is anticipating a decrease
in the rate of growth in 40 department Programa.

Phota by Bill Varie
COEDUCATIONAL HALLAlthough the dorm has two months
of "finishing touches" before it is completed, 580 students moved
in starting Sunday, Sept. 15. The three million dollar high-rise
dormitory is lacking bed frames, some furniture items, and
exterior landscaping. Recreation rooms, study areas, television
viewing and stereo listening rooms are provided on the first
two floors, which are designated as common areas for the 1,800
students of the seven dorms.

OK’s Dues Raise

CAFETERIA CLOSED
Frank Le Tour, residence hall
food service manager, said, "Unlike the dorm, a cafeteria can not
open partially."
Dr. C. Grant Burton, executive
dean for college construction, reported that completion of the
high-rise dorm and dining commons has been delayed by late
arrival of important construction
items, such as metal parts. One
roil of carpeting was stolen during construction.
"Many unforseen occurrences
can delay building progress, such
AS labor difficulties, bad weather,
lost or late deliveries and plans
changes," Dr. Burton commented.
"Three of the California state
college residence halls aren’t going
to open on schedule this fall. We
are having fewer problems here.
and getting 580 students housed is
some achievement," Dr. Burton
commented.
"We are extremely enthusiastic
about the dorm and dining commons since they are the first campus buildings planned by a private
architect and will conceptually include student suggestions in the
design," stated Robert L. Baron,
SJS housing director.
’NOT READY’

AFT Seeks Unit Limit
Dues were raised, a merger
discussed and faculty pickets were
signed for the grape boycott at
this semester’s first meeting of
SJS’ American Federation of
Teachers (AFT).
Sixty Arrets, seho met last
Thursday ill cafeteria A and B
during a busy day of Orientation
Week activities, also heard a detailed report on the progress of
the organization’s state-wide nineunit load campaign.
Dr. Bud Hutchinson, AFT stateaide executive secretary, informed the group that the campaign,
on 15 of the State’s 18 College
campuses, "is going well . . . if
not better than planned."
He pointed out that San Francisco State is leading with 500
signatures of professors who have
pledged not to accept more than
a nine-unit teaching load when the
time comes to test the issue.

()pet ating ith a full 580 students.
The 12-story dorm is still lacking bed frames, telephone service,
desks, chairs, sofas, interim finishing and exterior landscaping werk.
Students are sleeping on the
mattresses and using card tables
for desks until the supplies arrive.
Mrs. Edith Atchinson, head resident for the "high-rise," located
at 375 S. Ninth St., atated, "We’re
moving in students two months
early, since they have nowhere
elae to go."
Along with the unnamed "highrise" is the two level residence
hall dining et:elusions to lie used
exclusively by the 1,800 donnitory
students, starting Oct. 16,

leading to reduction of the present
12-unit load.
After lengthy discussion on a
move to raise Art dues from
$5 monthly to three-fourths of
one per cent of salary, members
voted 40-11-9 in favor of the proposal.
PROFESSOR MERtiER
A brief report, once again by
Dr. Hutchinson, told the group
them was "much agreement be
tween AFT and the Association
of California State College Professors to merge."
A call for faculty to sign-up as
pickets for the boycotting of nonunion grapes sold in local grocery
stores was issued by Dr. John
Galm, associate professor of English, who also inforrned members
of Arr successes in winning three
faculty grievance cases before a
newly organized college grievance
committee.

"We are not ready to open yet,
but it is better for the students
to accept inconveniences than to
displace them in the community,"
Baron. continued. "This is a total
residential community offering a
unique experience, room and board
to the student. The common areas
designed can mean a more meaningful program to the 1,800 dormitory residents," he added.
"I feel the students have accepted inconveniences; they are

Official Policy
The Statement on Student
Rights and Responsibility, an outgrowth of student unrest on campus last year, has now become
official college policy.
The document, passed by Student Council last semester, was
ratified by the Academic Council
this summer,
The statement explains student
rights in all facets of college life
and sets procedural standards to
be followed should the student
exceed prescribed limits.

PLEDGES SIGNED
At SJS, where this week AFT
members begin seeking signatutes
in earnest, 200 faculty members
have already signed pledges.
New AFr President Dr. E. E.
Rutherford, an associate professor
of psychology, was instructed by
voice vote to pursue departmental
complaints of reprisals against
faculty who might favor action

Ex-Coach Takes
New SJS Post
The former basketball coach for
Australia in the 1964 Olympic
Games at Tokyo, Donald J. Hogan.
has been named assistant to the
Dean of Students at SJS, it was
announced today by Dr. William
J. Dusel, SJS executive vice president.
Hogan was the West Coast
speaker for the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, and earned his
B.A. and Master’s degree at
SJS, In 1964, he was selected from
the U. S. to conduct clinics and
present lectures on basketball
throughout Australia and New
Zealand during the summer. Later,
he WAS selected Australia’s Olympics basketball coach.
A member of the Principal’s
Advisory Council at San Jose High
School, Hogan served as Athletic
Director there from 1961-68. For
two years he was the assistant
intramural director at SJS and
also coached at San Jose Junior
College for two summer sessions.
Hogan is married and has a
son, 11 months old.

part of the excitement of a new,
modern building. The students feel
like pioneers," said Gene Fleet,
coeducational dorm resident adviser and senior business major.
The 12-story residence hall is
divided into four "houses" with
men on floors 3, 4, 5. 9 and 10 and
women living on levels 6, 7, 8, 11
and 12. All classes are represented
except freshmen women with 58
to a floor.
The lowest level of the dorm has
recreation rooms for ping-pong and
billiards and co1n-operated washers and dryers. The second floor
or "ground level" is a commou
area for all se%,en residence halls
and includes a library with $1,500
in reference materials, stereo listening rooms, a television viewing
room and study area.s, Fleet reported.
"The inside of the dorrn looks
more like a hotel than a residence
hall. The layout Is varied on each
floor and there are few straight
and narrow hallway’s," Fleet said.
"Colors are bright and varied
from floor to floor."
Double-rooms are bigger than
those in other residence halls and
five single rooms per floor have
been provided. Three six-man and
four eight-man suites also are included.
TWO ELEVATORS
The dorm has two elevators and
two staircases. Vending machines
will be installed in the elevator
loungy lobby on each floor. Each
resident will have four keys necessary to open the front door, mail
box, elevator lounge door and
room door.
After student government Ls set
up, rules of conduct will be adopted
compatible with student living.
Dorm women must follow Associated Womens Students (AWS)
rules.
Student freedom and decisionmalting power extends to facility
usages, government forms and
joint-dorm activity programs. Mrs.
Audrey Bednarz, residence halls
program coordinator, said, "Dorrn
residents will have a chance to
make up a dorm government and
select recreation equipment."
"Each hall has a personality and
the rules and activities should be
flexible and try to reflect what
the students want," Mrs. Bednarz
conunented.
With the new corrunon areas on
the first two floors of the dormitory, increased inter-dorm conununication between the 1,800 residents should be possible, Fleet
thought.
CONVENIENCE CONCEPT
The unfinished "modern" dining
commons will be set up on a "convenience to the student" concePt.
according to Frank Le Tour, food
service maager. The food will not
be catered and the service will
have limited connection with Spartan Shops, which manages the student cafeteria.
Seating on the second floor
dining area is provided for 850 at
a time, with hours set at 6:45 to
8:30 a.m., 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and
5 to 6:30 p.m
"We are here to serve food and
are wide open for the future as
far as a definite phut of operation
goes. There is no reason to go by
the book if there is a better idea
anti we can use it," Le Tour said.
The commons is organized on a
self-service basis with unlimited
seconds available. To help communication between the food staff and
students, a student host and
hcstess plan will be adopted to
help traffic flow from the four
service lines, and to familiarize
dormitory residents with the facility, according to Le Tour.
MENIT VARIETY
A student committee of seven
dorm representatives will meet
with the cafeteria management to
discuss student suggestions for
menu variety and dining room improvements.
Le Tour and assistant manager
Sue Capuccio, 1967 SJS home economics graduate, are recruiting
student helpers, especially from
the dormitoiles for part-time paid
jobs.
Much of the noise and ’’poor"
housekeeping found in many cafeterias has been eliminated in the
dining commons since much of the
food preparation and dishwashing
is done on the lower level.

tn by Bill \vine
pioneering spirit has been shown by
"THE HIGH RISE" A
dormitory residents in the new 12 story residence hall at 375 S.
9th St. Despite inconveniences, students moved in one week
before classes. Delays in completion of the new building were
caused by late or lost deliveries of critical construction parts
such as metal finishings and carpeting. Three other state college
residence halls were unable to open on schedule, according to
Executive Dean, Dr. C. Grant Burton.

Publications Editor
New P.R. Assistant
Jack McCleneghan, 27, former
editor of publications at t.he University of Idaho, has been named
assistant director of public relations at SJS, it was announced
recently by D. William J. Dusel,
executive vice president at SJSC.
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Students Abroad Go Native

International Study Program
Begins Sixth Year Abroad
Three hundred and fifty students representing all 18 C’alifornia State Colleges, including 67
from San Jose State, currently are
studying in eight foreign countries
under the international studies
program.
The program, initiated by the
California State College system,

is unique in that students study
and live under the same conditions and take the same courses
as do the students at the host
universities.
Twelve international universities
are cooperating in this program
for the fall semester. They are:
University of Granada and the

Why?
73 introduce
the most elegant
Pen on
ccienpos.

Expensive new
Bic’ Clic’ for
big spenders

49it

University of Madrid, Spain; the
University of Uppsala and the University of Stockholm, Sweden;
the University uf Heidelberg and
the Free University of Berlin,
Gertnany; the University of Aix:Marseille. France; Waseda University in Tokyo, Japan; the National University in Taiwan, Formosa; the University of Florence,
Italy; and the University of Tel
Aviv and Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, Israel.
"The American visitors usually
share dormitories with the host
students to avoid being grouped
into strictly "American colunies."
The arrangement also encourages
exposure to the cultural life of
the various countries.
In this program. students are
enrolled simultaneously in one of
the 18 California State Colleges
and the foreign university and
courses talcen abroad are incorporated into their regular State
College programs. There are no
overseas branches of the State
Colleges.
The selected students of junior, senior or graduate level
were required to meet stringent
academic, linguistic and personal
qualifications before being considered for the program.
COSI, to the students for a full
academic year ranges between
$1,880 and $2,380 and includes
room, board and round-trip transportation. Cost to the state is no
greater than if the student attended a State College here.
This fall marks the sixth year
of the international studies proMore than 1,000 students
participated in the program
during the first five years.

SJS Streets
Go Opposite
Direction
For those who has en’t already
noticed and made an unknowing
turn into oncoming traffic, streets
on two sides of SJS’ main campus
have changed directions this fall.
Fourth Street, previously oneway northbound, now runs the
opposite direction, and San Fernando Street, Unce two-way east
of Fourth, is now one-way westbound its entire route.
What this means to driving
SJS students is that traffic circling the main campu.s now must
follow a counter-clockwise direction, just the opposite of before.
The changes are part of a major
alteratiun made Aug. 11, in the
pattern of six major streets in
central San Jose.
According to City Traffic Engineer James Boring, the basic
reason for the changes is to "increase the traffic-carrying capacity of the downtown street system."
Other streets affected are:
--First Street. one-way northbound from Reed to Jackson;
--Second Street, one-way southbUund from Taylor to Hurnbolt;
Third Street, one-way northbound from Reed to Jackson;
St. John, one-way westbound
from 10th to Fourth.
-

Computer Class
Opened for All
A three-unit course in Computer
Fundamentals for all majors, with
no course pre-requisite has been
opened by the engineering department. Computer Science Fundamentals, course no. 2.3051, meets
from 10:30 tu 11:20 on Tuesdays
and Thursdays in room E329. Edward Dionne is the instructor.

Largest Supply
Only Bic would dare to torment a beauty like this. Not the girl...
the pen she’s holding. It’s the new luxury model Bic Clic...designed
for scholarship athletes, lucky card players and other rich campus
socialites who can afford the expensive 49-cent price.
But don’t let those delicate good looks fool you. Despite her.
nhie punishment by mod scientists, the elegant Bic Clic still wrote
first time, every time.
Everything you want in a fine pen, you’ll find in the new Bic
Clic. Its retractable. Refillable. Comes in 8 barrel colors. And like
all Bic pens, writes first time, every time...no matter what devilish
abuse sadistic students devise for it.
WIterrnon

P.

M.I.ord, Connec,,o 04460

Used Books

25% Discount
off neu price

cpartatt gookAtore
"Hight on Campos-

Biggest Supply
of
25% off

Used Books
in
Town

at Your

cpartan goolmtore
’Official On.Campus Store’

Roger Powell, SJS
SUMMER RESEARCH
senior majoring in materials sciences, spent his
summer at the Columbus Laboratories of Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio, gaining first-hand experience in applied research,
while studying the spell fracture of metal alloys.

Former Treasurer
Appointed Analyst
For Student Affairs

Assisting Powell is senior staff member Edward
G. Bodine (1.). The program, now in its 12th year,
allows 20 selected students to work on current
research projects related to their own fields
of interest.

SJS Has New Registrar

Nine Given Positions

Nine a cad em ic appointments
Last year’s Asseciatid Student were made at the college this seBody Treasurer George Watts re- mester, according to SJS Academic
cently WaS hired as a Junior Staff Vice President Hobert W. Burns.
Dr. William R. Blythe, professor
Analyst for the SJS Student Afof civil engineering, was appointed
fairs Business office.
Selection of the ex-student gov- associate dean of graduate studies.
ernment Wilda] marks a benefit He will study applications of elecfor the college which will save tronic data processing techniques,
time and money by hiring some- coordinate evaluation reviews of
one already acquainted with the existing graduate curricula and
college’s problems and procedures. serve as special adviser to gradu"In reality I will act as an as- ate students.
Dr. C. Denny Auehard, professistant to William Felse, Student
Affairs business manager," Watts sor of secondary education, was appointed assistant dean of the
said.
The 30-year-old June ’68 izradii- School of Education. A SJS faculty
ate will assist student organiza- member for 12 years, he has had
tions in the preparation of their four resets re h fellowships and
budgets which are due for presen- grants for studies on the campus
tation to Student Council during and has authoted numerous articles on counseling and guidance.
the fall semester.
CHAIRMAN
Watts also will supervise Most
Ronald C. Barrett, former direcon -campus printing of materials
for student government and stu-’ tor of the memorial student union
at the University of New likunpdent and faculty groups.
"My involvement in student shire, Wks appointed director of the
government has paid off," said College Union. He received his B.A.
Watts. Before transferring to SJS degree fmm Hemline University
as a junior, he was a commissioner and his M.A. in educational psyof student finances at San Jose chology from the University of
City College. lie will receive a Minnesota. He replaces Roger Rod$7,600 salary for his services at zen, who left the post after four
years as director.
Mrs. Lenore Ltusclemann, assistant registrar since 1962, was appointed registrar, replacing John C.
Charles Schulz, creator of the Montgomery, recently appointed
"Peanuts" cartoon strip, has re- director of admissions and records.
ceived the Key to San Francisco She earned her B.A. degree in
from Mayor Joseph Alioto. The commerce end special secondary
key is im exert replica of thnt used and junior high teaching ererlynby the Franciscan fathers to open tials from the college in 1936.
Bymn J. Bollinger, a faculty
Mission Dolores.

Peanuts

SOLD
25% off

orATIONMY
SUPPLIES

SPARTAN DAILY ADS
SELL FOR YOU

member since 1938, was appointed
superintendent of buildings and
grounds. He first joined the SJS
staff as a property clerk and became assistant superintendent of
buildings and grounds in 1945.
Fred R. Spratt, professor of art;
Ross E. Lanzer, assistant professor
of marketing; and Dr. Peter Zidnak and Dr. Gerald W. Maxwell,
professors of business, all received
chairmanships.
APPOINTMENT
Spratt, a widely exhibited artist,
was appointed chairman of the Art
Department. He has exhibited
works at the San Ft:Inc:ism Museum of AM, Richmond Alt Center, Hansen Art Gallery in San
Francisco and Foothill College.
Lamer, a former official of the
Arizona Brewing Co., was appointed Chairman of the Marketing Department. He has done advanced study at Stanford University on a Stanford-Sloan Fellowship.
Dr. Zidnak, a School of Business faculty member since 1957,
was appointed chairman of the
Manpower Administration Department. Prior to joining the SJS
faculty he taught at the University of Souhern California and Arizona State University, and worked
for U.S. Steel Coerxwation and
Stanford Research Institute.
Dr. Maxwell, who served as administrative assistant to the dean
of the School of Business the Past
academie year, ye s appointed
chairman of the Business FAucation Department He is n past president of the Bay Area sectirm of
the California Business FAucation
Association and former chairman
of the Board of Governors of the
Fund for the Advancement of
Business Education.

PR Office New
College Editor
To Plan Program

Larry Daniello, 30, former assistant Art Director km Monarch
Matrh Co. ix new college editor
with the Office of Public Relations at S.IS, Executive Vice Pres.
ident Dr. William J. rAISPI an
flounced recently.
The college editor will maintain
a publications program for the
college and design and layout publications for production.
Daniello was the recipient of
a $501) first place art award from
the Fluilders Assuciation of Santa
Clara and Sante Cruz Counties
while a student at S.IS.
rnerl his
It.A, degree le eqm.
rnerrial art.
As a freelanee artist. he hai.
done work for the Santa Clara
Parks And Recrea t ion Depart merit, the Santa Clara Swim Club.
and ..ither &gel,. is, in the brest
anus
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NEW HOURS

10:30-12:30 Tue.-Th.
9:30-12:30 MWF
1:30-3:30 DAILY
ROOM JC 206
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Two Groups Sponsor - - -

Minority Film Series
Begins at SJS Oct. 3
Students at SJS will hase a
chance this semester to not only
read and hear about racism, but
to see it.
A minotities film series planned
to acquaint vvhite Americans with
the ghettos of the underprivileged
in the United States, vvill begin
Oct. 3. Films will be shown in
Morris Dailey Auditorium at 3
p.m. and in the Engineering building, room 132, Thursdays, 7 p.m.
Doreen Bauman, student director of the SJS Experimental College and Margaret Aley, student
director of the Commission on Intercultural Education at SJS otganized the series.
"The overall aim of this series
is to acquaint White Americans

Photo by Bill
TOWER HALL, condemned and almost torn down four years
ago and whose ivy-covered walls also include some fig vines
and strawberry plants, still stands as a symbol of all the traditions
of San Jose State College. Built 58 years ago (Morris Dailey
Auditorium was added on 10 years later), the Tower has traditionally held the office of the President of the College. However, since being condemned, it has taken on a new look, as
$762,000 was spent to renovate the Tower in 1964 and another
$125,000 for the grass and fountain, completed last fall.
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with something that they have
never fully understesx1
that
white society is deeply implicated
in the hopelessness, deprivation,
and inhumanity of the ghettos,"
said Miss Bauman.
Opening the series will Ix.
"Segregation Western Style" and
"The Voiceless Minims." The films
will deal with the population in
the Bay Area who have Spanish
ancestry and their problem.s in the
community.
Dr. Ruth Roche, assistant professor of English and faculty
sponsor for the series commented
that the Thursday night films
would be specifically aimed at the
white community in San Jose.
The series is open to the public
and there is no admission charge.

Documentary Film
"One Continual Cry," a documentary photographic exhibit by
John Kouns of San JOU’, depicting
the Civil Rights movement in the
South, is now on display at the
SJS Library’ through Oct. 6.
Kouns, it former aerial photographer with the rillVy during the
Korean War. and later United
Press International photojournalist. is a graduate of SJS where he
earned his B.A. in physical eclucat ion.
Presently a free lance photographer today, Kouns nas studied
under noted artists Harold Finstein anti Eugene Smith of New
York. He hits exhibited his photography throughout California.

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL
All you can eat
for only

$1

72 E. Santa Clara
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Playterinvents the first-day tampon(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)

You’re in charge of building the float, decorating the house
and dressing up the party. So you need Pomps. the name resistant decorative tissue. You can decorate anything beautifully with Pomps. inside and out, and do it faster. easier,
better. Pomps don’t cost much. They’re cut 6" x 6" square.
ready to use, come in 17 sis id colors that are virtually run proof when vet. Buy Pomps at your bookstore, school supply
dealer or paper merchant. And ask your librarian for our
booklet "How to Decorate With Pomp... If she doesn’t have
it. just tell her to write for a copy. Or, order your own copy.
Send SI.25 and your address today to The Crystal Tissue
Company, Middletown, Ohio -15042.
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playtex

Filler Paper
Binders

Schoo/ Supplies

Engineering Supplies

Novelties -Sundries
AT LOW PRICES WITI1
FAST SERVICE
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Outside: it’s softer and silky (nor cardhoprdy).
Inside: it’s so extra absorbent ...it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45’; more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it’s different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
r
Try it fast.
Why live in the past?

Spiral Notebooks
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Monday through Thursday

Spartan Bookstore
’Right on Campus’
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SJS Professor Explains
SAVE 1.01.1i CASH REGISTER RECEIPTS

’Capitalism’ Not New in Russia Today

FOR Fl LI, CASH REEI .V1) I NHL
tICTOBEI: 10
Al/

!I.’S

Is the Soviet Union really "westernizing" its economic system?
’This isn’t the case according to
13. J. (Scutt) Norwood, San Janie
State College professor of marketing who recently returned from
a summer visit there.
"Casual observers who believe
that the Soviet Union is now turning toward the form of economic
system we have in the United
Stiles are seriously mistaken,"
,,iys Professor Norwood.
"Contrary to some widely held
views, capitalism in the Soviet
Union is nothing new, but it is
sil.te capitalism, not private. Profit is nothing new in the Soviet
Vnion
what is new is the emphasis on profit arul eanusnic
onuntability," he continues.
The purpose of Professor Nor(X)d’S
kit to Russia was to study
Soviet management policies and
practices with current emphasis
in the marketing and cybernetics
areas. Ile traveled to the western
:tad eastern sections of Russia.
Siberia and Central Asia.

Cillinintri’d
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BARHELL’S
Fish & chips
_7,i, /
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Large Order Fish & Chips $1.00
Wed. -Sun. 12-10

’Alf Order

Mon.-Tues. 4-10

.55
.25

Chips

Phone Orders

Soft Drink

.17

293-4259

"The Soviets recognize that they
need to greatly improve their economic information and control
technology. Hence they have great
interest in ’cybernetics,’ the sei-

ence of communication and control."
Norwood says cybernetic in.stir e being established
tides
throughout the USSIt, including

College Union Slated
For Summer Usage

N., I

ri4-1.4".C0’.40-0:44.405sectotolotot.-toi,-,’",,

EARRINGS
BEADS
FINDINGS
(MAIN
FIIIGREE

OPICI

121 S. First
Open every day, 10 to 6

According to Norwood, central
Juthorities in Russia still maintain far-reaching power by setting
,sils arid norms, use of vetos and
anctions, managerial appoint,: Iltents and iron contr., over Prices
"(.’entral authorities continue to
more interested in using na‘ t ’,mai resources flir the long-I.:urge
development of economic power,
rather than for the satisfaction of
,Itort-range
consumer demands,"
,
Xorwood says.
Professor Norwood feels the
New Economic Reform in Russia
ts
traditional phase on the way
to ev en more significant changes.
ti
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NO ALTERNATIVE
Because of increasing complexity in their economic activities,
Norwood says the Soviets had nu
alternative but partial decentralization of economic authority and
responsibility. This necessitated
Russia’s New Econonllc Reform,
which Norwood feels was widely
interpreted by many as a trend
toward "westernization."
.. Norwood cites four factors which
led to Russia’s New Economic Reform: (11 inadequate gathering
and processing of economic data;
(2) overloaded channels of communication; (31 inability to reconcile and balance the enormous
YEARS AWAY
n um be r of interrelationships
Norv:ood feels the Soviets are among the producing, consuming
some years away from this kind and accumulating sectors of the
of capability, saying they have economy; and (41 sluggish eco-

SJS Professor
Appointed to
Fulbright Post

Z,
es:

,;114.411re 7-1 I /

the technical know-how, but pre
sently lack the means to produce
sufficient quantities of the generai purpose computers they need.

nomic controls.

MAINTAIN POWER

lilt and S.iii Carlos

remote areas like Central Asia.
Increasing numbers of high level,
Soviet specialists in economic cybernetics forsee a vast number
of computer centers located in industrial areas,
Establishment of computer centers in Russia would serve two
purposes, Norwood says. First,
these would satisfy local needs for
electronic bookkeeping, inventory
control and mathematical progranuning techniques to improve
effectiveness arid efficiency at the
enterprise level.
Secondly, these computer centers vvould be connected into a
gigantic nation-wide conununications network. Norwood says this
system would require mure computers than are currently operating in the U. S.

new $4.0 million College Union
SPRING COMPLETION SJS’
is progressing toward a tentative May or June completion, according to College Union director, Ronald C. Barrett. The threestory structure, hopefully ready for use for summer 1969 students, will include a 500 -seat snack bar, 14 -lane bowling alley,
double -size Spartan Bookstore, art galleries, dining room and
other facilities. The building was funded by a federal loan and
donations from private contributors, and will be repaid out -f
student fees. Contractors are now adding the third story to tne
structure.

Dr. Embert J. Hendrickson, associate professor of history, has
been appointed a Fulbright lecturer in history at the University
of Guyana in Georgetown. Guyana,
and Robert J. Seifert, a spring
1968 graduate. received a Fulbright
grant to study in Rumania for
the 1968-69 academic year.
Hendricicson, a member of
the history faculty since 1961, has
taught at the University of Minnesota and in public schools in
Michigan and Minnesota. He holds
degrees from Minnesota State
College, the University of North
Dakota and the University of
Minnesota.
Dr. Hendrickson will assume his
appoirement in the South Americe
aiversity this month.
fert will study modern Euro.. history at the University of
Bucharest during his stay in the
Iron Curtain country.

"In short," says Norwood, "the
number and variety of problems
faced by the Soviets exceeded by
far the number and variety of
satisfactory solutions that could
be provided through the old meth MAIN FEATURES
According to Norwood, the main
features of the New Economic
Reform are: (11 managers have
more power to act un their own;
(2) the yard.sticks of success have
been changed from physical output to sales and/or profits; and
(3) there are new incentives for
both managers and workers.
From this, Norwood says, came
the misConception that Russia was
developing their economy along
Western lines. Figwes collected
during his visit "not only illustrate the new power of managers,
but they also underline the fact
that the Soviet State still takes
the lion’s share of the profits."
Professor Norwood concludes
that while Russia is definitely
not making the transition to
"westernization," he adds, "No
one can calculate the long run
effects of this swift evolution, but
it is unlikely that the Soviet Union
will be quite the same again."
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Suede is the story herecombining with wool in John Meyer
clothes with a proper country air. Their thoroughbred tailoring
makes any rural scene. Pierced suede edges the brushed shetland
cardigan $23. And suede binds the pockets of the Port Ellen plaid
skirt with front pleats $20. Button-down oxford shirt $7.
All in brilliant colors. At discerning stores.

MEYER .
AM

AV+, 7

*all returned earnings are
disbursed to on-campus
student body projects and programs

Fast Service -- Low Prices

WeAnestlay, September 25, 196/1

Alan Watts Presented
As Resident Scholar

SPARTA,: DAILY-818

Nixon-Student Coalition Committee Formed To Help Urban Areas

"All studints Mshing to partici- . cal and national Republican eandi- :cording tu David Stogner, junior
lt,publivan presidiontial candi- ’group, :Ind graduate of Duke UniLiate Richard M. Nixon established versity and the Wharton School pate in this type of program as dates are urged to join the San:engineering major and dub puba "Student Coalition" committee at the University of Penn.sylvania. well as active campaigning for lo- Jose State Young Republicans," tic- hefty director.
Author-philosopher Dr. Alan :Vermont. He had his early school-Ilast week.
Watts has been named Distin- ing in England.
Formed to deal mom efficiently
During his three-month tenure in solving probletns facing urban
gulshed Scholar-in -Residence at
as Scholar-in -Residence. at SJS. tmerica by rtsing existing campus
SJS for the fall semester under Dr. Watts will conduct seminars programs.
ti-le prow am seeks to
a program sponsored by the Asso- in the Experimental College and
recruit student programs in imciated Student Body and College offer a stories of public lectures. poverished areas, according to
open to students and the com- David Eisenhowei., national "Youth
Union Program Board.
His first lecture, in a series munity.
for Nixon" committee chairman.
For eacn of his six series of
titled "A Lesson in Judo," will be
Eisenhower made the announcepublic
lectures,
Dr.
Watts
will
ofgien tonight rot 8 in JC141. The
ment for the former vice-president
at
8
p.m.
in
one
fer
two
lectines.
discussion of
series will
on Sept. 9 at the Nixon-Agnew
the trends of the physical world room 141 of the Journalism Build- National Headquarteks in New
ing,
followed
a
week
later
by
a
and of the human ait of going
York.
lecture on the same topic at 1:30
with these trends.
"In a Nixon administration, stuMorris
Dailey
Auditorium.
p.m.
in
will
be
Oct.
The second lecture
dents will have a better alternaAdditional
information
on
the
Dailey
in
Morris
8 at 1:30 p.m.
tive than to take to the streets
lectures may be obtained by call- in protest," stated Nixon. "They
Auditorium.
ing 294-6414, extension 2628.
are going to have a piece of the
INTERPRETED THOUGHT
action."
President of the Society for
Samuel Williams, who is steerComparative Philosophy, the Enging the committee, is a former
lish-born Dr. Watts has interpreted
student body president of the
Eastern thought in the Western
Georgia Institute of Technology.
world, particularly the philosophy
He was national director of Govof Zen Buddhism. At the age of
ernor Nelson Rockefeller’s "New
20. he wrote his first book, "The
Majoiity" youth oriented political
Spirit of Zen." and since has auaction group.
thored 20 othet books, including
Assisting him is John Campbell,
"The Way of Zen," "Nature, Man
vice chairman of the Rockefeller
and Woman," "Myth and Ritual
in Christianity," and "Psychotherapy East and West."
In addition to giving more than
300 radio talks, the philosopher
has had 30 lectures videotaped and
distributed among educational and
non-profit stations in all parts of
the United States. He has been
a guest lecturer at many colleges
and tunversities in the United
States, Europe and Japan. His interest in the relation of Eastern
Dr. John A. Neptune, professor
thought to psychotherapy has led
of
chemistry, haS been named
to lectures before many profeschairman-elect of the Northern
sional organizations, including the
Section of the California AssociaJung Institute in Zurich, SwitzerALAN WATTS
land.
. . philosopher tion of Chemistry Teachers.
The association, which is comMANY TALENTS
prised of chemistry teachers from
Dr
talents,
With his many
high schools, colleges and univerWatts has been an editor, Episcosities throughout the state, was
graduprofessor,
minister,
palian
formed to improve the content and
felresearch
and
dean,
school
ate
method of teaching chemistry in
low at Harvard University. He
the classroom and laboratory. It
holds a Master’s degree from Seaattempts to provide articulation
bury-Western Theological Semibetween the colleges and the high
nary and an honorary doctorate of
schools and has many articles pubMoss Landing Marine Labor- lished in the "Journal of Chemical
divinity from the University of
atories, jointly administered by Education."
five California State Colleges, has
Among his duties a.s chairmanreceived a $10,000 grant from the
elect, Dr. Neptune will be coorDavid and Lucille Packard Foundinating and planning the Northdation, President Rubert. D, Clark ern Section’s individual
meetings
announced.
which will he held throughout
The grant will be used to fund Northern California
down to and
in part three N1LML projects. The including San Luis Obispo.
funds will be u.sed to complete a
Dr. Neptune, a member of the
system for continuous sea water SJS faculty since
1955, received his
SJS students planning to gradu- into the laboratories, outfitting a bachelor’s degree Dom Muskingum
ate in 1970 are now being offered a vessel for studies on Monterey College and his M.S. and Ph.D. deBay, and for an initial stage of grees Boom the University of Wisminor in urban studies.
A minimum of 21 units of credit construction of a boat landing consin. He has taught at MuskLs required for fulfillment of the and equipment storage area.
ingum College, Bowling Green
MLML, founded by SJS, Sacra- State University, and the Univerminor program which has just recently been approved by SJS facul- mento State College, Fresno State sity of Wisconsin, and ha.s been a
College, San Francisco State Col- senior chemist for the Kaiser
ty and administration.
Courses involving study in engi- lege and Cal -State, Hayward in Aluminum and Chemical Comneering, economics, sociology, ge- 1965, was first acquired through pany. He also has been a research
ography, psychology, and municipal a grant by the National Science chemist for the Barnebey-Cheney
and county government are in- Foundation and private funds do- Engineering Co. Dr. Neptune has
nated by the foundations of the directed several National Science
cluded in the new program.
The geography department has five State Colleges.
Foundation Institutes in physical
undertaken responsibility for the
In addition to serving the in- chemistry and biochemistry for
program. All requests for informa- structional needs of a combined secondary school teachers and outtion and student counseling should student enrollment of 55,000 from standing high school students.
be directed to CH137.
the five colleges, MLML has reHe Ls a member of Sigma Xi,
In addition to the new minor ceived two research grants from professional science society and
program, the speech department Kaiser Refractories and the Moss the American Chemical Society.
be offering two new courses: Landing Harbor Commission.
Argumentation in Radical MoveDr. John ilarvilie, director of
ments and Contemporary Rhetoric MLML and chairman (of the SJS
and the Mexican -American Experi- Department of Marine Sciences,
Central meeting place for Cathence for this fall semester.
commented, "This grant from the olics on the SJS campus is the
The Radical Movements course David and Lucille Packard Found- Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St.
Cone all cotton Corduroy. For the great
will attempt to analyze the dis- ation will make the critical dif- Daily Mass is celebrated at 10:50
look on campus in ’68 In thick and thin ’
course of self-proclaimed revolu- ference in moving us at once over a.m., and the center remains open
wales that give the distinctive tailored
tionary or radical individuals or
11(1A*
hrrtillOid of instructional until 4 p.m. FM" coffee is availlook for him. h.i.s sports jacket in sizes
social movements. including studies and rescareh actiity."
able during the day from 10:30.
Whiskey, Olive, Willow. About
of the American Communist party,
$30.00. Slacks in sizes 28-42 (waist).
the new left, the radical right, and
SPECIALIZING IN THE REPA1R OF EUROPEAN-MADE CARS:
Olive, Whiskey. About $9.00. And
the American Nazi party.
PORSCHE. MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.
The course will be offered on
for her, there s the soft fashionable
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
look. h.i.s for HER jacket in sizes S-11/11.
from 10:30-11:20 a.m. and will be
Bone, Smoke, Loden, Navy. About
taught by Phillip Wander.
$19.00. Pants in a choice of 13 colors
Eliu Carranza will teach the
In sizes 5-15. Aboin $9.00.
Mexican-American Experience
Make sure the fabric, tag say.,
course on Monday from 7-9:45 p.m.
Cune Corduroy and go casual.
This course will attempt to
create an awareness of the major
Cone makes fabrics for apparel,
problems that confront the Mexihome and industry.
can-American in his conununIty,
295-10112
850 LINCOLN AVENUE
Cone Mills lac., 1440 Brbadway,
his Job and hLs school.

Why Be Half-Safe

FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
(Save Cash Register Receipts)

Prof. Neptune
Named Head
Of Association

on

all books and supplies ’til October 10

cpaptatt &Sat-ere

Moss Landing Lab
Receives S10,000
Grant From Packard

"Official On-Campus Store"

1970 Graduates
May Have Minor
In Urban Studies

Newman Center

Cone makes corduroy for evening classes, too.
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WE WOULD LIKE TO OFFER YOU:
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Effective Time Use Tips Offered by CTA
Far too many students fall to
function at anything close to their
tiofttallath &Wit) because they
don’t know how to study and use
their tune effectively
The Califorma Teachers Associoffers a series uf
ation
steps students can take to improve
learning ability:
-Develop a time schedule.
-- Establish a quiet place to
study at home.

SJS Introduces
Afro-American
History Classes

EXHAUSTED SURVIVORS OF REG WEEK sleep
and talk around San Jose Sta+e’s fountain in
the center of campus. The firs+ day of classes
brought warm, sunny 80-degree weather and

mcre lines as students sat in on classes to try and
add them. An economics instructor solved his
overflow of students by having them draw lots
for the eight open spaces in his class.
.

SJS Assoth.-.to Professor Appointed
New Directly of Institutional Studies

the summer, 1.7r. Huni
Dr. Ronald L. limo,
the recipient of tiu
professor of education, has lieun
t’alifornia Industry-Ed appointed Director of Institiii-ondi
Studies by Pres. Robert D Clark. twat Ho Council’s 1968 DistinguishDr. Hunt, a former vice presi- ed Srvice Award.
Rear -Admiral Charles F. Horne
dent of the Brooks Research Fowl t’s:N-Ret.,. president of General
I name.. Pomona and chairman
ol the couta-irs board of directors,
said the av ard is presented annually to the educator lir indust%%110
den ionstrates "outI
A:aiding personal contribution" in
heel ng indust ry-educat ion
, ;peril t ion.
1 "1)r. Rona Id I I t ’s record of
1111 edUea
participation in VI . I.

Ilona] activities stands as a model
hd. everyone connected with busiaess or schools," Horne said.
Prior to joining t h e Brooks
foundation in 1965, where he was
responsible for the administration
uf research support semices, he
was a director of the curriculum
division of the Department of
Education for San Diego County.
Also, he was an education specialist for Standard Oil Company.
Dr. Hunt received most of his
education in California, attending
USC, San Francisco State and
UCLA, where he received his Eci.D.
degree in 1964.
-

Three SiS Professors Participate
in industry -Education Conference
DR. RONALD L. HUNT
. . . appointed director
dation of Santa
and direet a continuous

pi,]1

1111

to ginik
curriculum and instruction. enroliment. student personnel sell
vices. public relatitins and business operation developments.
I

lti

i011ai
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SJS professors partici:.ited in the 12th annual Southern
(’alifornia Industry-Education
Conference at Lake Arrowhead.
They were Dr. Ronald L. Hunt.
.hreetor of in.stitutional studies
,-,ociale professor of educaI tr. Edward Dionne, assistant
to the dea_n of the School of Engineering, and Charles W, Porter,
assistant professor of biology.
Dr. Hunt was conference cochairman. TM. Dionne and Porter

Afro-Americans and MexicanAmericans will have a chance this
semester to find out what’s happened.
SJS is offering two new classes
in Afro-American history a n d
Mexican-American culture. Both
History 196, the Afro class and
the Mexican-American class meets
Wednesday nights from 7-9:45 p.m.
and the Mexican-American class
meets T uesd ay and Thursday
12:30-1:45 p.m.
Dr. Rudolph Lapp, active in civil
rights movements and former instructor of Black htstory at San
Mateo College, will be teaching the
Afro-American class.
Dr. Lapp received his B.A. degree from Roosevelt University,
Chicago, and his M.A. degree from
University of California at Bel,
keley.
Feliciano Rivera has been assigned the Mexican-American culture studies class.
Rivera received his B.A. degree
in Latin American studies from the
Uniyersity of Denver and his M.A.
degree from the University of
Colorado.
Rivera has taught at East Los
Angeles College since 1964 and has
served as director of the Upward
Bound Project at the college.
He also taught Spanish and
served as a discussion leader on
Latin American Civilization at the
Peace Corps training project for
Peru and Venezuela.

Obtain essential equipment for
study
Follow a recommended system
tor better learning When readulg
assigianents
Keep your mind on your v.rorlt
when studying by following a few
simple rules aiding concentration.
A time schedule is necessary-,
the CTA said, because it is the
best way a student can plan his
time carefully. In preparing a
schedule the pupil should first
figure out how much of his time
Ls not now taken up with "musts,"
like eating. sleeping and school.
Most young people find that they
have six hours a day lett for
homework, chores and recreation.
These acthities should be worked
hitu the pupil’s time (than. When
completed, the schedule should
leto.e plenty of time for both play
and homtwork. Once the schedule
is completed, it should be followed
most of the time.
The basic required working
tools at home should be obvious-sharp pencils, paper, it pen, a ruler
and a dictionary.
rollowing an effective system
for getting a MaMMUM return for
time spent reading class assignments requires discipline. The
system should include the following:

Read the complete lesson. Take
special raote of heading arid topic
sentences
Read the lesson a second tune.
Study thtthillt parte until you
understand what the author
saying. Look up all woras you
don’t know. Follow all direction
given by the book. Check maps
and charts as they are mentioned
in the text.
Answer all questions listed by
the teacher, If no questions have
been suggested, malce up some of
your own. When you have finished

reading, write the answers without looking them up in the book
Then check your answers with the
book correcting any errors Do
till, tut’ ettett seetluh ut the as
sigrunesit.
When the entire reading assignment has been completed, close
the book and cover the answers
to your questions. Then answer
them one at a time. Look up all
questions you can’t answer.
Concentration during hutnework
periods is essential to effective
learning,

BEER AND WINE

FOOD TO GO

Sal & Luigi Pizzeria
Featuring
Italian Food Specialties

Our Food is Homemade
JOHN CRISC1
CY 7-1136

347 South First Street
(Next To Fox Theater)
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Accent with READ-THRU COLOR
and find references at a glance
FOR BOOKS, REPORTS, CLASSROOM NOTES

Major Accent.

H
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cpartan Sookotore
"Right on Campus"

were members of -Action Programs" panel.
Dr. J. Graham Sullivan, deputy
United States coinmissioner of
education, headed a group of eight
prominent speakers at the conference, held at the University
of California amference Ctnter.
-C,ompensatory Education" WdS
the theme uf the four-day session
sponsored by the Southern Califorilia Industry -Education Council. Attendance is by invitation
only and limited each year to 100
I persons.
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Clothes for guys, clothes for gals, clothes for any scene! Lots of
leather wild and tame and great -pretender. With it tweeds and
turtles. Fisherman -knit sweaters. Coats for campus and way off.
Suits and shirts and jackets. Shoes and other things. Newlyeducated corduroys. Checked, plaided, & plain washable pants.
Do your own thing now. How? Just Super/Charge; months to pay.

We’re Packing in Used Books

fotelt91911
OPEN ’TR. 9

LOTS OF PARKING

330 S. 10th near San Carlos
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SAN JOSE: FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA

